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It gives me great pleasure to welcome into the world this inaugural edition of the Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies’ CIUS Review. A successor to the CIUS Newsletter, it is not only a rebranded but a refreshed and redesigned report on the activities of the institute in the broad field of Ukrainian studies. In particular, it captures the many exciting initiatives and groundbreaking developments that are being spearheaded under the leadership of CIUS’s dedicated team of scholars and its international network of associates and academic partners.

While the look of the CIUS Review has changed, keeping in pace with the evolution of communicative methodologies, what hasn’t changed is CIUS’s commitment to academic excellence. It is why CIUS is looked to as a reliable source of expertise on Ukrainian history, language, culture, diaspora communities, and contemporary affairs in Ukraine. The Faculty of Arts is proud to provide a home to CIUS as it makes a unique contribution to intellectual life at the University of Alberta and the many other universities that the institute collaborates with.

It is worth pointing out that the institute was founded forty-five years ago on three major pillars of scholarly enquiry: the study of Ukraine, the Ukrainian language, and the Ukrainian experience in Canada. However, CIUS’s remarkable record of achievement also rests on a fourth pillar—namely, the support of the Ukrainian community for multidisciplinary Ukrainian scholarship that is innovative, objective, and engaged. Without the generosity of its donors, CIUS would not be able to have the global impact that it enjoys thanks to the wide-ranging research and
publication work that it conducts or commissions and the grants that it provides to students and scholars across Canada and abroad.

I trust that readers will find the new *CIUS Review* to be not only informative but stimulating in the way that it conveys the institute’s persistent quest for knowledge. I also hope that it will serve to inspire the coming generation of specialists in Ukrainian studies who are currently being nurtured at the University of Alberta and other educational institutions around the world.

With best wishes for CIUS’s continued success, and congratulations to Dr. Natalia Khanenko-Friesen on the great success of the first year of her directorship.

Steve Patten

Interim Dean, Faculty of Arts
University of Alberta

---

стовп — підтримка української громади, яка уможливлює інноваційні, об’єктивні й натхнені розвідки про Україну у різних галузях науки. Без щедрості донорів КІУС не мав би свого глобального впливу, забезпеченого широким тематичним діапазоном досліджень і публікацій, а також грантами для студентів і науковців у Канаді й за її межами.

Вірю, що новий щорічний «КІУС — Огляд» буде не лише інформувати, а й мотивувати читачів, дасть їм відчути дух невпинної жаги до знань, який панує в Інституті. Є ще сподіваюся, що він надихне прийдешнє покоління фахівців з українських студій: вихованців Альбертського ун-ту й інших освітніх закладів світу.

Щиро зичу КІУСу подальших здобутків і вітаю його директорку д-ра Наталію Ханенко-Фрізен з надзвичайно успішним першим роком на посаді.

Стів Паттен

в. о. декана факультету гуманітарних наук Альбертського ун-ту

---

**Major academic events in 2020/21 organized and co-sponsored by CIUS**

- **26**
  - Edmonton and Toronto offices

- **8**
  - with partners in Ukraine
Dear readers, you are holding in your hands the first issue of the CIUS Review. The very publication of this review fittingly encapsulates a number of positive transformations that have taken place at the institute and that informed our work over the academic year of 2020/21 (from 1 July 2020 through 30 June 2021). I invite you to explore CIUS's accomplishments, read about the numerous events we hosted, and learn about our evolving engagement with the world over the course of the year.

CIUS has indeed lived through many changes and transitions. To start with, in the summer of 2020, on July 1 my colleagues welcomed me as the institute's new director at the University of Alberta. In itself this was of course a somewhat expected development, as during the previous year the Faculty of Arts was in the process of recruiting a new leader for CIUS. I would like to draw your attention to the fact that for the first time in its history the institute is headed by an academic trained in the fields of anthropology and ethnography, whose scholarly work unfolded across various geographic and cultural terrains—in Canada, the USA, Ukraine, and the European Union. I was also privileged to be simultaneously appointed the Huculak Chair of Ukrainian Culture and Ethnography at the UAlberta, a position that keeps me equally engaged with a variety of stakeholders on campus, in the community, and around the world.

My arrival at CIUS took place amidst the unravelling pandemic, which continued affecting our operations and work...
throughout the reporting year. The pandemic made the experience of joining the institute a rather unorthodox transition of leadership, with little physical presence on campus possible, no options for travel, and only a bare minimum of face-to-face interaction with colleagues, community members, and the institute’s financial partners and benefactors. I am still waiting for that bulava, an old Ukrainian symbol of strength and leadership that Dr. Zenon Kohut, the institute’s director since 1989, had passed on to Dr. Volodymyr Kravchenko in 2012 when he arrived at UAlberta to take on the directorship of the institute! Meanwhile, having embraced all the goodwill offered by colleagues at CIUS and around the campus, and benefiting from the expertise and institutional memory of many, I was able to assume my responsibilities in a reasonably prompt way. The support I received on every step of my journey from all CIUS teams and the Faculty of Arts—especially the Arts Collaborative Enterprise, an umbrella office that supports the work of its research centres and institutes—was a great investment in the successes that CIUS enjoyed over the year under review.

Furthermore, while the pandemic continued to affect the operations of the institute—like it did to countless other institutions and offices around the world—CIUS was also impacted by the broad institutional change that the University of Alberta has embarked on. These university-wide transformations of course can be seen as a part of the normative institutional development that many organizations...
The past academic year was also remarkable full of anniversaries of importance to the people of Ukraine and Ukrainians around the world. Most notably, Ukraine and its friends worldwide celebrated the 30th anniversary since the proclamation of the country’s independence in 1991. Ukrainian Canadians commemorated the 130th anniversary since the arrival of the first Ukrainian settlers to Canada and reflected upon the 50th anniversary since the adoption of the official Canadian policy of Multiculturalism—the very policy that informed CIUS’s establishment in 1976. These and other important milestones provided us with opportunities to connect with Ukrainians around the world. Most notably, Ukraine and its friends worldwide celebrated the 30th anniversary since the proclamation of the country’s independence in 1991. Ukrainian Canadians commemorated the 130th anniversary since the arrival of the first Ukrainian settlers to Canada and reflected upon the 50th anniversary since the adoption of the official Canadian policy of Multiculturalism—the very policy that informed CIUS’s establishment in 1976. These and other important milestones provided us with opportunities to connect with Ukrainians around the world. Most notably, Ukraine and its friends worldwide celebrated the 30th anniversary since the proclamation of the country’s independence in 1991. Ukrainian Canadians commemorated the 130th anniversary since the arrival of the first Ukrainian settlers to Canada and reflected upon the 50th anniversary since the adoption of the official Canadian policy of Multiculturalism—the very policy that informed CIUS’s establishment in 1976. These and other important milestones provided us with opportunities to connect with Ukrainians around the world. Most notably, Ukraine and its friends worldwide celebrated the 30th anniversary since the proclamation of the country’s independence in 1991. Ukrainian Canadians commemorated the 130th anniversary since the arrival of the first Ukrainian settlers to Canada and reflected upon the 50th anniversary since the adoption of the official Canadian policy of Multiculturalism—the very policy that informed CIUS’s establishment in 1976. These and other important milestones provided us with opportunities to connect with Ukrainians around the world. Most notably, Ukraine and its friends worldwide celebrated the 30th anniversary since the proclamation of the country’s independence in 1991. Ukrainian Canadians commemorated the 130th anniversary since the arrival of the first Ukrainian settlers to Canada and reflected upon the 50th anniversary since the adoption of the official Canadian policy of Multiculturalism—the very policy that informed CIUS’s establishment in 1976. These and other important milestones provided us with opportunities to connect with Ukrainians around the world. Most notably, Ukraine and its friends worldwide celebrated the 30th anniversary since the proclamation of the country’s independence in 1991. Ukrainian Canadians commemorated the 130th anniversary since the arrival of the first Ukrainian settlers to Canada and reflected upon the 50th anniversary since the adoption of the official Canadian policy of Multiculturalism—the very policy that informed CIUS’s establishment in 1976. These and other important milestones provided us with opportunities to connect with Ukrainians around the world. Most notably, Ukraine and its friends worldwide celebrated the 30th anniversary since the proclamation of the country’s independence in 1991. Ukrainian Canadians commemorated the 130th anniversary since the arrival of the first Ukrainian settlers to Canada and reflected upon the 50th anniversary since the adoption of the official Canadian policy of Multiculturalism—the very policy that informed CIUS’s establishment in 1976. These and other important milestones provided us with opportunities to connect with Ukrainians around the world. Most notably, Ukraine and its friends worldwide celebrated the 30th anniversary since the proclamation of the country’s independence in 1991. Ukrainian Canadians commemorated the 130th anniversary since the arrival of the first Ukrainian settlers to Canada and reflected upon the 50th anniversary since the adoption of the official Canadian policy of Multiculturalism—the very policy that informed CIUS’s establishment in 1976. These and other important milestones provided us with opportunities to connect with Ukrainians around the world. Most notably, Ukraine and its friends worldwide celebrated the 30th anniversary since the proclamation of the country’s independence in 1991. Ukrainian Canadians commemorated the 130th anniversary since the arrival of the first Ukrainian settlers to Canada and reflected upon the 50th anniversary since the adoption of the official Canadian policy of Multiculturalism—the very policy that informed CIUS’s establishment in 1976. These and other important milestones provided us with opportunities to connect with Ukrainians around the world. Most notably, Ukraine and its friends worldwide celebrated the 30th anniversary since the proclamation of the country’s independence in 1991. Ukrainian Canadians commemorated the 130th anniversary since the arrival of the first Ukrainian settlers to Canada and reflected upon the 50th anniversary since the adoption of the official Canadian policy of Multiculturalism—the very policy that informed CIUS’s establishment in 1976. These and other important milestones provided us with opportunities to connect with Ukrainians around the world. Most notably, Ukraine and its friends worldwide celebrated the 30th anniversary since the proclamation of the country’s independence in 1991. Ukrainian Canadians commemorated the 130th anniversary since the arrival of the first Ukrainian settlers to Canada and reflected upon the 50th anniversary since the adoption of the official Canadian policy of Multiculturalism—the very policy that informed CIUS’s establishment in 1976. These and other important milestones provided us with opportunities to connect with Ukrainians around the world. Most notably, Ukraine and its friends worldwide celebrated the 30th anniversary since the proclamation of the country’s independence in 1991. Ukrainian Canadians commemorated the 130th anniversary since the arrival of the first Ukrainian settlers to Canada and reflected upon the 50th anniversary since the adoption of the official Canadian policy of Multiculturalism—the very policy that informed CIUS’s establishment in 1976. These and other important milestones provided us with opportunities to connect with Ukrainians around the world. Most notably, Ukraine and its friends worldwide celebrated the 30th anniversary since the proclamation of the country’s independence in 1991. Ukrainian Canadians commemorated the 130th anniversary since the arrival of the first Ukrainian settlers to Canada and reflected upon the 50th anniversary since the adoption of the official Canadian policy of Multiculturalism—the very policy that informed CIUS’s establishment in 1976. These and other important milestones provided us with opportunities to connect with Ukrainians around the world. Most notably, Ukraine and its friends worldwide celebrated the 30th anniversary since the proclamation of the country’s independence in 1991. Ukrainian Canadians commemorated the 130th anniversary since the arrival of the first Ukrainian settlers to Canada and reflected upon the 50th anniversary since the adoption of the official Canadian policy of Multiculturalism—the very policy that informed CIUS’s establishment in 1976. These and other important milestones provided us with opportunities to connect with Ukrainians around the world. Most notably, Ukraine and its friends worldwide celebrated the 30th anniversary since the proclamation of the country’s independence in 1991. Ukrainian Canadians commemorated the 130th anniversary since the arrival of the first Ukrainian settlers to Canada and reflected upon the 50th anniversary since the adoption of the official Canadian policy of Multiculturalism—the very policy that informed CIUS’s establishment in 1976. These and other important milestones provided us with opportunities to connect with Ukrainians around the world. Most notably, Ukraine and its friends worldwide celebrated the 30th anniversary since the proclamation of the country’s independence in 1991. Ukrainian Canadians commemorated the 130th anniversary since the arrival of the first Ukrainian settlers to Canada and reflected upon the 50th anniversary since the adoption of the official Canadian policy of Multiculturalism—the very policy that informed CIUS’s establishment in 1976. These and other important milestones provided us with opportunities to connect with Ukrainians around the world. Most notably, Ukraine and its friends worldwide celebrated the 30th anniversary since the proclamation of the country’s independence in 1991. Ukrainian Canadians commemorated the 130th anniversary since the arrival of the first Ukrainian settlers to Canada and reflected upon the 50th anniversary since the adoption of the official Canadian policy of Multiculturalism—the very policy that informed CIUS’s establishment in 1976. These and other important milestones provided us with opportunities to connect with Ukrainians around the world. Most notably, Ukraine and its friends worldwide celebrated the 30th anniversary since the proclamation of the country’s independence in 1991. Ukrainian Canadians commemorated the 130th anniversary since the arrival of the first Ukrainian settlers to Canada and reflected upon the 50th anniversary since the adoption of the official Canadian policy of Multiculturalism—the very policy that informed CIUS’s establishment in 1976. These and other important milestones provided us with opportunities to connect with Ukrainians around the world. Most notably, Ukraine and its friends worldwide celebrated the 30th anniversary since the proclamation of the country’s independence in 1991. Ukrainian Canadians commemorated the 130th anniversary since the arrival of the first Ukrainian settlers to Canada and reflected upon the 50th anniversary since the adoption of the official Canadian policy of Multiculturalism—the very policy that informed CIUS’s establishment in 1976. These and other important milestones provided us with opportunities to connect with Ukrainians around the world. Most notably, Ukraine and its friends worldwide celebrated the 30th anniversary since the proclamation of the country’s independence in 1991. Ukrainian Canadians commemorated the 130th anniversary since the arrival of the first Ukrainian settlers to Canada and reflected upon the 50th anniversary since the adoption of the official Canadian policy of Multiculturalism—the very policy that informed CIUS’s establishment in 1976. These and other important milestones provided us with opportunities to connect with Ukrainians around the world. Most notably, Ukraine and its friends worldwide celebrated the 30th anniversary since the proclamation of the country’s independence in 1991. Ukrainian Canadians commemorated the 130th anniversary since the arrival of the first Ukrainian settlers to Canada and reflected upon the 50th anniversary since the adoption of the official Canadian policy of Multiculturalism—the very policy that informed CIUS’s establishment in 1976. These and other important milestones provided us with opportunities to connect with Ukrainians around the world. Most notably, Ukraine and its friends worldwide celebrated the 30th anniversary since the proclamation of the country’s independence in 1991. Ukrainian Canadians commemorated the 130th anniversary since the arrival of the first Ukrainian settlers to Canada and reflected upon the 50th anniversary since the adoption of the official Canadian policy of Multiculturalism—the very policy that informed CIUS’s establishment in 1976. These and other important milestones provided us with opportunities to connect with Ukrainians around the world. Most notably, Ukraine and its friends worldwide celebrated the 30th anniversary since the proclamation of the country’s independence in 1991. Ukrainian Canadians commemorated the 130th anniversary since the arrival of the first Ukrainian settlers to Canada and reflected upon the 50th anniversary since the adoption of the official Canadian policy of Multiculturalism—the very policy that informed CIUS’s establishment in 1976. These and other important milestones provided us with opportunities to connect with Ukrainians around the world.
our community partners and supporters both near and far. At the institute we also marked the final year in the work of the Hrushevsky Translation Project, a project profiled here in a stand-alone story. We are looking forward to hosting public celebrations of this milestone accomplishment once the authorities ease the restrictions stemming from the epidemiological precarity in Canada.

In response to these and other societal and intellectual demands of today, in 2020/21 the institute and its various teams continued to host virtual scholarly events and engage in research and publishing projects, actively contributing to knowledge creation, mobilization, and dissemination in key areas of CIUS's expertise, both within the field of Ukrainian studies and in dialogue with other fields and stakeholders. You will be able to read about these events in the

CIUS international cooperation, 2020/21
30 countries

Ті, хто знайомі з нашим попереднім щорічним бюлетенем, зауважать у цьому виданні деякі зміни. Дозвольте описати формат викладу, який ми обрали для презентації змісту вісніку.

Після двох вступних статей, котрі описують вищеозгадані ключові успіхи інституту у звітному періоді, «КІУС – Огляд» відкривається висвітленням щорічних лекцій інституту, організованих у пам'ять про надзвичайно важливі особистості, які зробили великий внесок в українські студії чи присвятили життя вивченню

РІК, ЩО НАС ЗМІНИВ
different sections of the CIUS Review. Our publishing venues and research centres and programs are a testament to the pioneering role that the institute continues to play in building academic expertise and expanding scholarly networks, in fulfillment of its mandate to examine the role of Ukraine and Ukrainian communities in the world, explore Ukraine’s and Ukrainians’ relations with its neighbours and those farther afield, and support educators worldwide at all levels by producing high-quality pedagogical materials.

Those of you familiar with our former annual newsletter may recognize some changes in the layout of this publication. Let me outline how we have chosen to present our stories in this review.
Following two feature articles describing the above-mentioned key successes of the institute, the CIUS Review highlights the institute’s annual lectures, which commemorate individuals of outstanding significance who have made important contributions to Ukrainian studies or focus on a subject of study, such as the Holodomor. CIUS annual lectures connect the academia with the broader community, profile the work of renowned scholars, public servants, and leaders, and offer welcome opportunities for students, visiting researchers, and faculty to interact with the speakers and audiences.

As a research institute, CIUS pursues the objective of generating scholarship that is of relevance to academics, the general public, educators, and members of the community. Some of our programs focus on fundamental historical research, others study contemporary affairs, and the work of still others is informed by community engagement. In the section “Building the Knowledge Base” we present reports and stories from those CIUS teams, programs, and centres that focus on knowledge creation and mobilization and are engaged in fundamental research. In the following section, “Scholarship of Engagement and Reciprocity,” we profile CIUS programs and initiatives focusing on knowledge dissemination and community-engaged scholarship that directly benefit various communities of learners.

North American institutions of higher learning generally began to pay more attention to the relationship between the academic world and the general public sometime in the 1990s, placing increasing value on scholarly pursuits that respond to and address societal and community needs. CIUS, on the other hand, can be commended for its leadership in the pursuit of scholarship and community engagement since its establishment nearly 45 years ago. Since then CIUS has implemented the vision of UAlberta’s first president, Henry Marshall Tory, of “bringing the University to the people” (1912). What began as travelling exhibitions of CIUS publications and showcasing its activities in 1977 continued with the “Extramural Programme”—a series of “Western,” “Prairie,” and “Eastern” lecture tours and free public presentations across Canada in the 1980s-1990s—and has further evolved into a unique community relationship with public and civic engagement.

фундаментальных досліджень. Наступний розділ «У взаємодії — наука заради суспільства» репрезентує програми та ініціативи КІУСу, присвячені розповсюдженню знань і стимулюванню громадської участі в дослідних проектах, які приносять безпосередню просвітницьку користь різним спільнотам.


Протягом багатьох років Інститут відіграє ключову роль у зміцненні зв’язків між Канадою та Україною, сприяючи академічним контактам, студентським обмінам, спільним проєктам, запрошує всеосвітньовідомих науковців виступити перед університетською аудиторією і громадою. Розділ «Україна і світ» демонструє минулу і наприкінцівку, зосереджені на українській міжнародній академічній участі в дослідних проектах, які приносять безпосередню просвітницьку користь різним спільнотам.

Наступний розділ «Поширення знань» присвячений ключовим видавничим ініціативам КІУСу. Розповсюдження знань часто визнаються як інтерактивний процес донесення до цільової аудиторії інформації, що здатна послужити катализатором змін. З цією метою інститут використовує такі канали: публікує книги у Видавництві КІУСу, випускає рецензовані журнал «East/West: Journal of Ukrainian Studies» (Схід/Захід. Журнал «Північ/Захід. Журнал «Захід/Схід. Журнал «Північ/Схід»).
A YEAR THAT TRANSFORMED US

at its core. This commitment by CIUS has manifested in a variety of contexts, focusing on community-engaged research, teaching, and learning, and CIUS continues to make significant and fundamental contributions to this area of scholarly work.

Over the years the institute has played a key role in strengthening the links between Canada and Ukraine, facilitating academic contacts, successful student exchange programs, and joint projects and hosting world-renowned scholars to speak before university and community audiences. The section “Ukraine and the World” showcases the work of CIUS in the reporting year that focuses on Ukraine, highlighting an international dimension across various CIUS programs and projects.

The next section, “Disseminating Knowledge,” focuses on the work pursued by CIUS’s key publications. Knowledge dissemination is often defined as the interactive process of communicating knowledge to target audiences so that it may be used to lead toward change. The channels utilized by CIUS to fulfill this goal are: publishing books via its CIUS Press, Ukrainian studies), підтримує віртуальне англомовне видання «Forum for Ukrainian Studies» і журнал «Україна модерна», розширює «Єнциклопедію України в Інтернеті» й нарощує матеріали «Цифрових архівів КІУСу», які знаходяться у вільному доступі.

У розділі «Відзначення досягнень» читаці дізнаються про підтримку, яку КІУС надає науковій спільноті по всьому світу. Наука розвивається, коли її підтримують і фінансово підтримують з незалежних фондів. З моменту свого заснування 1976 року КІУС наполегливо розбудовує академічний дослідницький українознавчий потенціал світового рівня, пропонуючи студентам і молодим вченим у галузі українських студій фінансування на міжнародному та конкуренному рівні, і таким чином інститут сприяє їхньому зростанню як провідних науковців та фахівців майбутнього. У своїй ролі найвагомішого закладу з фінансової підтримки українських студій у світі КІУС активно сприяє розширенню дослідницької та наукової роботи в галузі українознавства та дотичних міждисциплінарних студій. Гранти, стипендії та нагороди КІУСу стимулюють розвиток культури академічної майстерності,
producing the peer-reviewed *East/West: Journal of Ukrainian Studies*, supporting the *Forum for Ukrainian Studies* and *Ukraina Moderna*, expanding the online *Internet Encyclopedia of Ukraine*, and building the open-access CIUS Digital Archives.

In the section “Recognizing Excellence” readers will learn about the support CIUS offers to the scholarly community worldwide. Scholarly work strengthens when it is nurtured and sustained financially through independent funding agencies. Since its founding in the summer of 1976, CIUS has persevered in building world-class academic research capacity in Ukrainian studies by supporting students and emerging scholars at an internationally competitive level of funding, thus positioning them for success as the leading scholar experts of tomorrow. As a major research funding agency in the field, CIUS facilitates research and scholarly work at various intersections of disciplinary inquiries in Ukrainian studies. CIUS grants, fellowships, and awards foster a culture of academic excellence, build global linkages, and promote interdisciplinary collaboration.

CIUS’s hallmark culture of academic excellence cannot be pursued without the culture of giving that has sustained the institute’s vision and work on its many important projects. The institute can justifiably position itself as a global leader in the field of Ukrainian studies, but the credit for this accomplishment must be given not only to academics but also to the many individuals, families, and community organizations that have been supporting this vision since CIUS’s inception 45 years ago. In the section “The Power of Strategic Philanthropy” we invite you to celebrate with us those individuals whose contributions enabled the institute to pursue excellence in scholarship and community engagement over the past year.

Thank you for picking up the *CIUS Review* for 2020/21! Enjoy exploring its contents, and I look forward to connecting with you in other ways during the upcoming year.

*Natalia Khanenko-Friesen*

CIUS Director  
Huculak Chair of Ukrainian Culture and Ethnography  
Faculty of Arts, University of Alberta

налагодження глобальних зв’язків і міждисциплінарної співпраці.

Активне переслідування академічної майстерності КІУСу неможливо було би здійснити без давно вкоріненої в українському середовищі Канади культури меценатства та благодійництва, яка уможливає роботу інституту і працю над численними важливими проєктами. Інститут має всі підстави позиціонувати себе як світового лідера в галузі українських студій, і це заслуга не лише науковців, а й багатьох людей, родин і громадських організацій, що підтримують візію КІУСу з моменту його створення 45 років тому. У розділі «Потужність стратегічного меценатства» ми фокусуємо увагу і запрошуємо вас відзначити разом з нами тих людей, чиї внески протягом минулого року дали інституту змогу досягти успіху в науковій діяльності та співпраці з громадськістю.

Дякую, що поцікавилися бюлетенем «КІУС — Огляд» за 2020/2021 рік! Бажаю приємного читання і сподіваюся, що наступного року нам вдасться підтримувати зв’язок не лише на друкованих сторінках.

Наталія Ханенко-Фрізен

Директорка КІУСу  
Проєсорка Катедри української культури та етнографії ім. Гуцуляків  
Факультет гуманітарних наук  
Альбертського університету
A YEAR THAT TRANSFORMED US

KEY SUCCESSES

КЛЮЧОВІ УСПІХИ
The year 2021 marks a major milestone for CIUS— completing publication of the English-language translation of Mykhailo Hrushevsky's *History of Ukraine-Rus’*. With an accomplished team under the leadership of Frank Sysyn and Uliana Pasicznyk, the Hrushevsky Translation Project (HTP) under CIUS's Peter Jacyk Centre for Ukrainian Historical Research worked for many years to see the completion of this signature endeavour. The Jacyk Centre has published the twelfth and final book of Mykhailo Hrushevsky’s magnum opus (see description under the heading “CIUS Press” below), thereby making this entire fundamental source by Ukraine’s leading historian available to the English-speaking community and audiences worldwide.

> “The Petro Jacyk Education Foundation takes great pride in the successful publication of the English translation of Hrushevsky’s masterpiece. With a new academic edition, his work will reach the international community. My late father, Petro Jacyk, was dedicated to this project being accomplished with the highest standards, and that goal has been achieved.”

*Nadia Jacyk*  
President, Petro Jacyk Education Foundation

Just as the publication of the original *Istoriia Ukrainy-Rusy* (1898–1936) demonstrated the continuity of the history of Ukraine and the Ukrainian people from ancient times, the English translation makes it possible for the international academic community to access the writings of Ukraine’s greatest historian. The Jacyk Centre has received widespread acclaim.
for the excellence of the translations and the meticulous scholarly apparatus of the twelve books it has published with CIUS Press. Indeed, at a time of geopolitical tensions and conflicting narratives on what constitutes the Ukrainian people it is essential that Hrushevsky’s vision and scholarship be broadly available to the international community.

The HTP was initiated just as Ukraine’s independence permitted Ukrainian scholars to fully utilize Hrushevsky’s immense historical legacy and the reprinting of the original Ukrainian text of the History in Ukraine presented the long-prohibited work to the general Ukrainian public. It was Hrushevsky’s wish that his history be translated into a major scholarly language, so that his vision and exhaustive source studies could be integrated into international scholarship. The HTP was a founding mandate of the Jacyk Centre when it was established in 1989 by a generous donation from businessman and philanthropist Mr. Peter Jacyk of Toronto. It was conceived as a research project that would provide full bibliographies and scholarly apparatuses for the translated volumes, as well as introductions and bibliographic updates that would place Hrushevsky’s contribution within the context of subsequent scholarship.

Under three managing editors of the translated volumes (Uliana M. Pasicznyk, Myroslav Yurkevich, and Tania Plawuszczak-Stech), the project engaged six translators (Marta Skorupsky, Bohdan Strumiński, Marta Daria Olynyk, Leonid Heretz, Andrij Kudla Wynnyckyj, and Iain Press) and eight consulting editors (Andrzej Poppe, Serhii Plokhii, Yaroslav Fedoruk, Myron Kapral, Robert Romanchuk, Robert Frost, Andrew

Dr. Paul Hollingsworth, a Byzantine and Kyivan Rus’ specialist, wrote the introduction to volume 2 of the English translation of Hrushevsky’s History. In his early academic years at UC Berkeley and Dumbarton Oaks he adhered to the Russocentric view of Kyivan Rus’. His approach to medieval and early modern East Slavic studies was fundamentally and permanently altered in the mid-1980s by exposure, first, to scholars at the Harvard Ukrainian Research Institute steeped in Hrushevsky’s historiographic legacy and, then, by direct encounter with Hrushevsky’s works and views themselves.

Вступне слово до другого тому англійського перекладу “Історії України-Руси” Михайла Грушевського написав фахівець з Візантії і Київської Руси д-р Пол Голлінґзворт. На початку своєї академічної кар’єри в Університет Каліфорнії (Берклі) й Науковій бібліотеці “Дамбартон-Оукс” учений дотримувався російськоцентричного погляду на Київську Русь. Але в середині 1980-х його підхід до середньовічніх і ранньомодерних східнослов’янських студій зазнав фундаментальних і безповоротних змін після ознайомлення з працями дослідників з Українського наукового інституту Гарвардського університету, глибоко закоріненими в історіографічну спадщину М. Грушевського, і безпосереднього знайомства з доробком й ідеями українського історика.

ППГ було ініційовано, як тільки здобуття незалежності дозволило українським дослідникам на повну силу задіяти колосальну історичну спадщину...
“Hrushevsky’s ten-volume History was intended to demonstrate the development of a distinct Ukrainian ‘nationality,’ literally defining a subject area. His insistence on the importance of social and economic history has relevance today.”

Dr. Jonathan Shepard
University of Cambridge

B. Pernal, and Christian Raffensperger). Together they also established an English-language terminology for historical periods ranging from antiquity to the seventeenth century and consulted with scores of specialists in order to ensure the accuracy of the translation and its congruence with current terminology in this field. The HTP’s editor-in-chief, Frank E. Sysyn, and the project’s managing editor, Uliana M. Pasicznyk, monitored consistency among the diverse volumes. Marko R. Stech served as the HTP project manager. The staff of the HTP worked closely with colleagues in Ukraine on compiling the indexes of personal and place names and full
The University of Alberta has historically recognized two of CIUS’s keystone projects as areas of excellence:

“One of the most important scholarly achievements has been the ongoing translation of the ten-volume History of Ukraine-Rus’. The English-language, five-volume Encyclopedia of Ukraine is another landmark achievement constantly being improved and updated.”

R. Gary Kachanoski
VP Research, UAlberta (2001–7)
“Building Our Strength: Areas of Established and Emerging Excellence 2001”

With the completion of the project, the HTP and CIUS Press will initiate a program to provide selected libraries with sets of the English-language History and make the translated edition available online. The overall project could not have been fulfilled without the base funding of the Jacyk Centre and the sponsorship of numerous individuals and organizations, who are acknowledged in each volume. They include Mykhailo Kowalsky and Daria Mucak-Kowalsky (two volumes); Dr. Maria Fischer-Slysh (two volumes); Dr. Jeanette Bayduza and Peter Jacyk (one volume combined); Petro and Ivanna Stelmach; Olga Pawluk; Hanna Mazurenko; Sofia Wojtyna; Hon. John Yaremko and the Chair of Ukrainian Studies Foundation (Toronto); the Shevchenko Scientific Society, Inc., USA; and the planned new Ukrainian edition of Hrushevsky’s original work—which was last reprinted in a photo-offset edition in Kyiv from 1991 to 1998—will incorporate the research and editorial work of the HTP in producing a new academic edition of the collected works of Mykhailo Hrushevsky in fifty volumes. The HTP also cooperates with the Mykhailo Hrushevsky Digital Archives in Kyiv, which seeks to provide digital access to all of Hrushevsky’s works and to the plethora of literature about him.

Грушевського у контексті подальших досліджень. Під керівництвом трьох відповідальних редакторів (Уляни М. Пасічник, Мирослава Юркевича і Тані Плавущак-Стех) у проєкті працювало шестеро перекладачів (Марта Скорупська, Богдан Струмінський, Марта-Дарія Олійник, Леонід Герець, Андрій Кудла-Винницький і Ян Пресс) і восьмеро редактор-консультантів (Анджей Поппе, Сергій Плохій, Ярослав Федорук, Мирон Капраль, Роберт Романчук, Роберт Фрост, Ендру Пернал і Крістіан Рaffenbender). Разом вони визначили англомовну термінологію для історичних періодів від античності до сімнадцятого століття і консультувалися з десятками спеціалістів, щоб переконатися в точності перекладу і відповідності сучасній термінології галузі. Головний редактор ППГ Франк Сисин і відповідальна редакторка Уляна Пасічник стежили за узгодженістю термінології у різних томах. Працю менеджера ППГ виконував Марко Р. Стех. Команда ППГ тісно співпрацювала з українськими колегами, які уклавали покажчік імен і топонімів, а також повну бібліографію для всіх перекладених томів. Більше того, заплановано її нове видання українською (вос- таннє перевидана в Києві у 1991–1998 pp.), що включатиме дослідницький і редакторський доробок ППГ й увійде у нове академічне видання вибраних праць М. Грушевського у п’ятдесяти томах. Також
and the Ukrainian Canadian Foundation of Taras Shevchenko. Additional funding was provided by the Petro Jacyk Education Foundation; the National Endowment for Humanities, Washington, DC; the Canadian Foundation for Ukrainian Studies; the estate of Edward Brodacky (1926–2007) in London (UK); the Buduchnist Foundation; and the Temerty Foundation. The Jacyk Centre has organized a series of academic and community events to publicize the significance of the HTP and in appreciation of those who contributed to its success.

ППГ співпрацює з Е-архівом Михайла Грушевського в Києві, що прагне забезпечити електронний доступ до всіх праць історика і величезного обсягу літератури про нього.

По завершенні проєкту ППГ і Видавництво КІУСу ініціюють програму, що надає намітник комплекті англомовної «Історії України-Руси» обраним бібліотекам і забезпечить доступ до перекладу онлайн. Увесь проєкт став можливий завдяки базовому фінансуванню Центру і спонсорській підтримці від численних приватних осіб і організацій, подяки яким висловлено в кожному томі. Це зокрема Михайло Ковальський і Дарія Муцак-Ковальська (два томи), д-р Марія Фішер-Слиж (два томи), д-р Джанет Байдужа і Петро Яцик (один том разом), Петро й Іванна Стельмахи, Ольга Павлюк, Софія Войтина, дост. Джон Яремко і Фонд підтримки Катедри українських студій (Торонто), Наукове товариство ім. Шевченка у США і Українська канадська фундація ім. Тараса Шевченка. Додаткове фінансування забезпечили Освітня фундація ім. Петра Яцика, Національний фонд гуманітарних наук США (Вашингтон, округ Колумбія), Канадська фундація українських студій, спадщина Едварда Бродакецького (Лондон, Велико-британія), Фундація «Будучність» і Фундація Темертеїв. Центр ім. Яцика організує низку академічних і суспільних подій, покликаних розкрити знаковість ППГ і продемонструвати вдячність усім, хто внес свою лепту в успіх проєкту.
The championing of multiculturalism was an essential element in the founding of CIUS in 1976, with individuals like the institute’s first director, Dr. Manoly Lupul, frequently researching and advising on multicultural matters. The Ukrainian experience in Canada had been that of being one of a multitude of ethnolinguistic minorities in the official English-French binary, and it was Ukrainian Canadians—particularly members of youth organizations like SUSK (Ukr. acronym for the Ukrainian Canadian Students’ Union)—who led the calls for a Canada that was more officially and actionably inclusive. Canada’s 1971 adoption of an official federal multiculturalism policy became the springboard from which numerous Ukrainian Canadians dove into advocacy work and subsequently pressed for support of diverse groups’ recognition and equitable participation in Canadian society.

In recognition of the 50th anniversary of Canada’s multiculturalism policy, in 2021 CIUS initiated a series of events focusing on the legacy and meanings of Canada’s multiculturalism. The institute’s Ukrainian Language Education Centre opened this “CIUS M50 Series” with a virtual “Symposium on the Impact of Multiculturalism on Public Education.” This event was co-sponsored by ULEC along with other partners and hosted by the Faculty of Education at the University of Alberta. Marking fifty years since the adoption of multiculturalism as government policy in 1971, Jars Balan, director of the Kule Ukrainian Canadian Studies Centre at CIUS, coordinated and hosted two virtual round-table presentations in May 2021: “Multiculturalism in Practice: The Ukrainian Canadian Experience” and “Multiculturalism Then and Now: Thoughts from...” [The Multicultural Act is aimed at promoting the full and equitable participation of individuals and communities of all origins in the continuing evolution and shaping of all aspects of Canadian society. – Multiculturalism Act (1988)]

The Multicultural Act is aimed at promoting the full and equitable participation of individuals and communities of all origins in the continuing evolution and shaping of all aspects of Canadian society. – Multiculturalism Act (1988)

[Закон про багатокультурність спрямований на сприяння повній та рівній участі приватних осіб і громад будь-якого походження в безперервній еволюції та формуванні всіх аспектів канадського суспільства. «Закон про багатокультурність» (1988 р.).]
Indisputably and regrettably, however, for some time the discourses around multiculturalism have remained primarily as settler-colonial narratives. Adopted just after the 1969 White Paper, where it was seen that all agreements, treaties, and compacts made with Indigenous nations were being eliminated, the multicultural model was still promoting the colonial perspective when it came to Indigenous peoples’ roles in the nation-building project. As part of the vanguard countering this lingering tendency, CIUS aims to extend its support in the near future to the growing area of research into Indigenous-Ukrainian relations.

I was surprised by [a] paper that was produced [in response to the Royal Commission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism] by the Ukrainian student organization at the University of Manitoba, and how clear they were about the experience of Aboriginal communities in the Canadian setting... and what kind of responsibilities we [Ukrainian Canadians] have and what we could bring to a larger discussion around diversity in our country.

Від самого початку в українсько-канадській спільноті були ті, хто обстоював визнання законних прав корінних народів Канади саме як перших націй, яким і належали терени Канади до її колонізації європейськими поселенцями. Як сказала Наталка Хом’як під час круглого столу «Мультикультирулізм на практиці»:

Мене вразив документ, який підготувала [у відповідь Королівській комісії з двомовності та бікультуралізму] українська студентська організація в Манітобському ун-ті, і те, наскільки чітко вони говорили про досвід корінних спільнот у канадських умовах... і які обов’язки маємо ми [українські канадці], і що можемо внести у ширшу дискусію про різноманіття в нашій країні.

Мене вразив документ, який підготувала [у відповідь Королівській комісії з двомовності та бікультуралізму] українська студентська організація в Манітобському ун-ті, і те, наскільки чітко вони говорили про досвід корінних спільнот у канадських умовах... і які обов’язки маємо ми [українські канадці], і що можемо внести у ширшу дискусію про різноманіття в нашій країні.

Проте, на жаль, безперечно протягом певного часу дискурс багатокультурності не виходив за рамки колоніальних наративів поселенців. Прийнята відразу після «Білої книги 1969 р.», яка передбачала анулювання всіх угод і договорів з корінними народами, мультикультирульна модель все ще присутня, колоніальний погляд на роль корінних народів у проєкті націєтворення. Будучи в авангарді
a national symposium, “Reconciling Multiculturalism in Today’s Canada.” The symposium, to occur as a series of discussion panels over several months beginning in November 2021, was developed by CIUS in partnership with the University of Alberta’s Marcelle & Louis Desrochers Institute for Heritage Studies and Transdisciplinary Research on Francophonies (IMELDA) and the Kule Institute for Advanced Studies (KIAS). Having attracted the participation of a number of Canada’s key voices in their fields—including Vic Satzewich, Jocelyn Létourneau, Raymond Théberge, Karla J. Williamson, Eve Haque, Roman Petryshyn, Chedly Belkhodja, Sunera Thobani, Robert Talbot, and Marusia Petryshyn with historical photo, CIUS Multiculturalism Panel, 28 May 2021

perceivables and challenges of this prolonged tendency, CIUS aims to strengthen support for the perspectives of indigenous communities and future generations.

To commemorate the paradoxical legacy of multiculturalism and to conclude the series “CIUS M50” the institute organizes a national symposium, “Reconciling Multiculturalism in Today’s Canada” (Reaching an understanding in multicultural society of contemporary Canada). Over several months, starting in November 2021, a series of discussion panels will be held, developed by CIUS in partnership with the University of Alberta’s Marcelle & Louis Desrochers Institute for Heritage Studies and Transdisciplinary Research on Francophonies (IMELDA) and the Kule Institute for Advanced Studies (KIAS). Having attracted the participation of a number of Canada’s key voices in their fields—including Vic Satzewich, Jocelyn Létourneau, Raymond Théberge, Karla J. Williamson, Eve Haque, Roman Petryshyn, Chedly Belkhodja, Sunera Thobani, Robert Talbot, and Marusia Petryshyn with historical photo, CIUS Multiculturalism Panel, 28 May 2021
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perceivables and challenges of this prolonged tendency, CIUS aims to strengthen support for the perspectives of indigenous communities and future generations.
Myrna Kostash—“Reconciling Multiculturalism” is anticipated to be both a starting point and a platform for compelling interdisciplinary and inclusive dialogue on the meanings of multiculturalism and around perspective, policy, and identity in post-Truth and Reconciliation Canada. CIUS’s proven capacity to lead such a dialogue on national and international scales can be traced directly back to its founding within the milieu of multicultural advancement—and to the visionary advocates and benefactors who have steadfastly supported the intercultural scholarship and engagement of Ukrainian Canadians in Canada and beyond.
IN DIALOGUE WITH THE WORLD: ANNUAL LECTURES

У ДІЯЛОЗІ ЗІ СВІТОМ — ЩОРІЧНІ ЛЕКЦІЇ
Due to the Covid-19 pandemic, the annual Shevchenko Lecture that CIUS traditionally presents in March, in partnership with the Ukrainian Canadian Professional and Business Association of Edmonton, was postponed and rescheduled to take place online on 15 October 2020. It was delivered by the Honourable Raynell Andreychuk, a former judge of the Saskatchewan Provincial Court and chancellor of the University of Regina (1977–83), who held several diplomatic posts in the Canadian government before she was named to the Senate of Canada (1993–2019). While in the Senate, Andreychuk sponsored the Justice for Victims of Corrupt Foreign Officials Act (Sergei Magnitsky Law), which was passed and became law in 2017. Speaking on the topic of “Canada’s Magnitsky Law: Justice for Victims of Human Rights Abuses,” Andreychuk examined issues relating to international human rights law and discussed her role in drafting Canada’s Magnitsky bill. She also described ways that Canadian legislation could be strengthened and new methods that could be used to confront the global problem of human rights abuses.

Video recording:
The Fifty-Fifth Annual Shevchenko Lecture was delivered by Dominique Arel, an associate professor of political science and the Chair of Ukrainian Studies at the University of Ottawa. Dr. Arel’s lecture, “Revisiting the Maidan seven years later: Violence, regime change, and the clash of narratives,” provided a critical examination of how the violence on the Maidan—from state and non-state actors—affect ed how the Russian-Ukrainian war has been framed in Ukraine, among international stakeholders, and in academia. This lecture was also broadcast online.

Several lasting effects of Euromaidan and its aftermath were highlighted by the speaker, as noted in a report by New Pathway / Ukrainian News. These include a greater distancing from Russia by Ukrainians, who have become more identified with their state and oriented toward Europe. Another is the civic resistance against authoritarianism that developed and strengthened through the Orange Revolution (2004) and Euromaidan. The violence by protesters was unprecedented in the post-Soviet regions but occurred as a result of authorities’ excesses. Dr. Arel explained the phases in the series of events at the turn of 2014 that culminated with the departure of President Viktor Yanukovych and presented examples of the clash of narratives (Russian versus Ukrainian and Western) surrounding the latter’s removal from power.
19 November 2020

The twenty-second Toronto Annual Ukrainian Famine Lecture was delivered by Bohdan Klid, HREC Director of Research. His lecture, titled “The last stand: The Third All-Ukrainian Conference of the Communist Party (Bolshevik) of Ukraine and the Holodomor,” examined the conference held in July 1932 to address the state of Soviet Ukraine’s agricultural sector. Delegates included not only Soviet Ukraine’s Communist Party leaders and district-level officials but also Kremlin emissaries Lazar Kaganovich and Viacheslav Molotov, dispatched by Stalin to deal with the crisis in rural districts.

The CP(B)U Congress was held in Kharkiv, then the capital of the Ukrainian SSR, on the eve of a Soviet government grain requisition operation. By this time, tens of thousands had already died of starvation. Ukraine’s Politburo members met with Kaganovich and Molotov and argued for a reduction in the unrealistic procurement quotas of grain to be seized from Ukraine’s harvest. The Kremlin refused to lower it and adopted measures shortly afterward that actually intensified the famine. Dr. Klid discussed how the famine was addressed at the party conference, including reports of a rise in nationalism in Ukraine in reaction to the grain quotas, and highlighted discrepancies between archival copies of the conference.

19 листопада 2020 р.

22-гу Торонтську щорічну лекцію про Голодомор України виголосив науковий керівник досліджень Науково-освітнього центру вивчення Голодомору, д-р Богдан Клід. Темою лекції «Останній спротив. ІІІ Всеукраїнська конференція КП(б)У і Голодомор» стала конференція, скликана у липні 1932 р. розглянути проблеми в сільському господарстві Радянської України. Серед делегатів, крім лідерів КПУ і керівники осередків були й уповноважені представники Кремля Лазар Каґанович і В’ячеслав
proceedings and a report published later that downplayed the severity of shortfalls in the 1932 spring sowing. This discrepancy indicates that officials concealed knowledge that the grain collection quotas were unrealistic.

Past presenters of the Toronto Annual Ukrainian Famine Lecture include Jars Balan, James Mace, Norman Naimark, Anne Applebaum, and Timothy Snyder.
The Bohdan Bociurkiw Memorial Lecture was inaugurated in November 2001 to honour the memory of Professor Bohdan Bociurkiw, an eminent political scientist and internationally renowned specialist in human rights, Soviet religious policy, and Ukrainian church history.

Every year, the Research Program on Religion and Culture hosts a memorial lecture in honour of Bohdan R. Bociurkiw, a “founding father” of both CIUS and its original religion and church history program. This event brings to campus a variety of prominent scholars of Ukrainian religious history and politics, as a tribute to Professor Bociurkiw’s areas of research interest. This year’s speaker was the world-renowned sociologist of religion, Professor José Casanova (Georgetown University, USA). He spoke on the topic “The Three Kyivan Churches of Ukraine and the Three Romes.” This wide-ranging lecture explored the lack of success of numerous efforts to create a dominant—indeed, an established—Orthodox Church of Ukraine within the broader context of the unique religious dynamics that Ukraine presents in European society. Because there are three Byzantine-rite Orthodox churches—each with its own transnational network—vying for the status of national church in Ukraine, the structural conditions for establishing a single national church do not exist. Instead, Ukraine has developed an individualistic pattern of “incipient denominationalism” and a persistent tradition of pluralism and interreligious collaboration. A lively question period followed from the large international audience attending online.
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Video recording:
After a one-year hiatus because of the Covid-19 pandemic, the fifteenth annual Wolodymyr Dylynsky Memorial Lecture was held online on 22 April 2021.

Titled “The Rockets of October: Ukraine and the Cuban Missile Crisis,” the lecture was delivered by Serhii Plokhii, the Mykhailo Hrushevsky Professor of Ukrainian History at Harvard University since 2007, director of the Harvard Ukrainian Research Institute since 2013, and a former research associate at CIUS (1996–2007), where he founded the Research Program on Religion and Culture and served as the deputy editor of the just completed Hrushevsky Translation Project.

Dr. Plokhii based much of his presentation on research that he conducted in the archives of the Security Service of Ukraine in order to write his most recent book, Nuclear Folly: A History of the Cuban Missile Crisis (2021). In his remarks Dr. Plokhii described the significant role that Ukraine’s missile designers and factories (e.g., Yuzhmash in Dnipropetrovsk; today Pivdenmash in Dnipro), uranium mines, military generals, troops, and Black Sea ports played in building Soviet nuclear weapons.

Pisля однорічної перерви, спричиненої пандемією COVID-19, П'ятнадцята щорічна Меморіальна лекція ім. Володимира Дилинського відбулася 22 квітня 2021 р. у віртуальному режимі.


missiles and shipping them to Cuba. Eighty per cent of the Soviet missiles, equipment, and 43,000 military personnel sent to Cuba originated in Ukraine. Moreover, key Soviet generals in Cuba (Rodion Malinovsky, Kirill Moskalenko, Ihor Statsenko, Stepan Hrechko, Leonid Harbuz, and Mykhailo Tokarenko) were from Ukraine, as were the missile designers Sergei Korolev, Valentyn Hlushko, Mikhail Yangel, and Vladimir Chelomei.

Dr. Plokhii recounted the terrible conditions that the soldiers experienced during their seagoing passage and in Cuba, as well as the humiliation they felt upon being forced to return to the USSR without having waged war or launched any missiles.

Video recording:

![QR Code for Video Recording](QR_CODE_IMAGE)
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2021 Wolodymyr Dylynzsky Memorial Lecture

The Rockets of October: Ukraine and the Cuban Missile Crisis

Thursday, 22 April 2021 @ 4 PM (MDT, UTC-6) | 6 PM (EDT, UTC-4)

Since 2007 Dr. Serhiy Plokhii has been the Mykhailo S. Hrushevsky Professor of Ukrainian History at Harvard University and the director of its Ukrainian Research Institute. Previously he was a professor at Brooklyn Polytechnic State University and a research associate of the Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies at the University of Alberta, where he founded and headed the CIUS’s Research Program on Religion and Culture. He has also served as the deputy editor of the Harvard Ukrainian Translation Project. Dr. Plokhii is a prolific award-winning author; sixteen of his books have been published since 2007, ten of them in the past decade.

An ONLINE EVENT via ZOOM and on your Facebook feed LIVE

To REGISTER: scan the QR Code with your phone or go to: [register link]

For further information, please contact the Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies (CIUS).
E-mail: cius@ualberta.ca
The Danylo Husar Struk Memorial Lecture was established in 1999 to honour the memory of Danylo Struk (1940–99), a literary scholar and professor of Ukrainian Literature at the University of Toronto. The lecture series promotes interest in Ukrainian literature within English-language scholarship.

The Danylo Husar Struk Memorial Lecture was also held online this year. On 6 May Rory Finnin, University Senior Lecturer in Ukrainian Studies at the University of Cambridge, delivered a fascinating talk on Ukrainian-Crimean cultural ties titled “VUFKU and Vyshnia: Exploring cultural synergies in the 1920s.” In this lecture Dr. Finnin explored two remarkable works that were deleted from the cinema and literature of the USSR after the 1920s. One was produced by the groundbreaking Ukrainian film studio VUFKU; the other was written by one of the most popular writers of the time, Ostap Vyshnia. Remarkably, both confronted the question of sovereignty in Crimea—an issue that remains as controversial today as ever.

6 May 2021

6 травня 2021 р.

Цього року Меморіальна лекція ім. Данила Гусара-Струка також відбулася онлайн. Д-р Рорі Фіннін, доцент україністики у Кембриджському ун-ті, виступив із надзвичайно цікавою доповіддю про українсько-кримські зв’язки «ВУФКУ і Вишня. Розгляд культурних синергій 1920-х». Рорі Фіннін розглянув два визначні мистецькі твори, які були стерті з кінематографічної і літературної історії СРСР після 1920-х: перший знято на новаторській українській кіностудії ВУФКУ, другий написано надзвичайно популярним у той період письменником Остапом Вишнею. Вражає, що обидві роботи піднімали питання суверенності Криму, яке і на сьогодні залишається предметом палких дискусій.

Rory Finnin
“I feel very privileged to participate in this important lecture series, one that... honours and remembers Danylo Husar Struk, a pioneer in Ukrainian studies. [Professor Struk was] someone who with singular industry advanced and promoted the field around the world, and particularly in North America, not only through his leadership in the Encyclopedia of Ukraine project...but also through an array of publications in English and in Ukrainian that criss-cross a lot of schools of thought [and] a lot of thinkers and periods in twentieth-century culture.”

Dr. Rory Finnin  
Senior Lecturer in Ukrainian Studies, University of Cambridge

«Для мене велика честь узяти участь у такій важливій серії лекцій, що... віддає шану пам’яті піонера українських студій Данила Гусара-Струка. [Проф. Струк] — це людина, чия праця допомогла популяризувати наш дослідницький напрям по всьому світу, особливо в Північній Америці, і я кажу не лише про керівництво проектом «Енциклопедія України», а й про низку англо- й українськомовних публікацій, у яких перетинаються різні школи наукової думки, різні мислителі й періоди культури XX ст.».

Д-р Рорі Фіннін,  
doцент україністики Кембриджського ун-ту

Video recording:
BUILDING THE KNOWLEDGE BASE: FUNDAMENTAL RESEARCH

РОЗБУДОВА БАЗИ ЗНАНЬ – ФУНДАМЕНТАЛЬНІ ДОСЛІДЖЕННЯ
To engage creatively with academics around the world, HREC launched a range of innovative programs this year in support of Holodomor research, including the Temerty Post-doctoral Fellowship in Holodomor Studies. The first Temerty Fellow, Eduard Baidaus, will research Romanian and Moldovan archives related to the Holodomor, including government reports about starving persons who escaped over the Soviet Ukrainian border during the famine.

In the wake of cancelled academic events, HREC created an alternative opportunity for early career scholars to present their research, network with peers, and interact with mentors. Through a popular monthly online workshop series, “Emerging Scholarship on the Holodomor,” this opportunity engaged graduate students and recent doctoral graduates from seven countries.

HREC awarded Olha Ryabchenko the Conquest Prize for Contribution to Holodomor Studies for her article “The mobilization of youth for participation in the Communist transformation of the countryside during collectivization and the Holodomor.” This was the second time the monetary prize was awarded, recognizing the author of an outstanding article contributing to Holodomor studies.

HREC gave a presentation about the Holodomor to the “Heritages of Hunger” project, a multinational consortium of academics, educators, and activists engaged in the study of European famines, headed by Radboud University, Wageningen University and Research, and the Institute for War, Holocaust, and Genocide Studies in the Netherlands.

HOLODOMOR RESEARCH AND EDUCATION CONSORTIUM — RESEARCH

The Holodomor Research and Education Consortium promotes research, study, and understanding of the Holodomor—the Great Famine of 1932–33 in Ukraine. HREC was established in 2013 and is funded by the Temerty Foundation. HREC is a project of the Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies (University of Alberta), and its mandate is carried out by CIUS staff in Toronto and Edmonton and by researchers in Ukraine.
The HREC Online Holodomor Photo Directory, a rich resource of more than one hundred authenticated photographs, went live this year. It features photographs smuggled out of Ukraine by foreign photographers, one local photographer’s heartbreaking photo collection documenting the death of his son, contextual essays, and biographies of the photographers.

In other activity, HREC supported a three-month visiting scholar together with the Petro Jacyk Program at the University of Toronto’s Munk School of Global Affairs and Public Policy; held the Toronto Annual Famine Lecture online, delivered by HREC Director of Research Bohdan Klid; awarded a total of $39,000 in fourteen grants ranging from $1,300 to $5,000; co-organized, with HREC in Ukraine, the international online conference “Soviet Ukraine’s National Minorities during the Holodomor: Losses, Trauma, Memory”; finalized arrangements for publication by McGill–Queen’s University Press of a volume of articles from the HREC genocide conference as well as an English translation of William Noll’s seminal work on the transformation of civil society; and edited and readied a number of other projects for publication in 2021.

EVENTS:


29 November 2020. “Stalin’s war on Ukraine: Writing Red Famine, the story of the Holodomor,” a conversation with Anne Applebaum hosted by Jars Balan and Marta Baziuk.


1, 24 February, 24 March, 1 April 2021. CIUS Toronto. “Emerging Scholarship on the Holodomor” online HREC Brown Bag series, sessions 4–7. Presenters Daria Mattingly, Cambridge Univ. (UK); Iryna Skubii, Queen’s Univ.; Charley Boerman, Radboud Univ.; and Andreea Kaltenbrunner, Univ. of Vienna. Co-sponsored.

8 March 2021. Film Discussion: Bitter Harvest and Mr. Jones. CIUS-HREC participant Marta Baziuk. Co-sponsored event with the Dallas Holocaust and Human Rights Museum.

In December 2020 HREC announced the Temerty Post-doctoral Fellowship to support scholarship on and expansion of knowledge about the Holodomor. Eduard Baidaus will become the first Temerty Fellow in Holodomor Studies in the fall of 2021. Working from unpublished materials at archives in Romania and Moldova, Dr. Baidaus will examine how the Great Famine unfolded in regions located near the Bessarabian border in southwestern Soviet Ukraine. Among the subjects he plans to study are the refugees who escaped Ukraine or attempted to flee to Romania. Ultimately the results of his research will be integrated into a book, tentatively titled “The Holodomor in the Ukrainian-Romanian Border Region: An Examination of Romania’s Response to the Famine.” With the support of HREC’s new Temerty Post-doctoral Fellowship in Holodomor Studies, Dr. Baidaus’ work promises to make an original contribution to Holodomor and famine scholarship through research and analysis of archival materials and Romanian-language scholarship largely unknown in Western academia.
PETER JACYK CENTRE FOR UKRAINIAN HISTORICAL RESEARCH

Центр досліджень історії України ім. Петра Яцика

The mandate of the Peter Jacyk Centre for Ukrainian Historical Research is to carry out research and publishing in Ukrainian history. Its first project was to produce an English-language academic edition of Mykhailo Hrushevsky’s ten-volume History of Ukraine-Rus’, encompassing Ukrainian history up to the mid-seventeenth century. The centre also engages in researching and publishing on later periods of Ukrainian history, including producing monograph series in English and Ukrainian, organizing conferences, and providing grants for research projects, especially for scholars in Ukraine.

Apart from completing the Hrushevsky Translation Project, for which it recently received a major grant from the Temerty Foundation, during the reporting year the Jacyk Centre was preoccupied with a diverse range of initiatives. The Centre was especially active in supporting research on the cultural and political history of the Cossacks, producing a series of monographs in English and Ukrainian, and organizing conferences. The Centre also provided grants for research projects, particularly for scholars in Ukraine.

До повноважень Центру досліджень історії України ім. Петра Яцика входить здійснення досліджень і публікування праць з історії України. Першим проєктом Центру ім. Яцика стала підготовка англомовного академічного видання десятитомної «Історії України-Руси» Михайла Грушевського, що охоплює українську історію до середини XVII ст. Також Центр долучається до вивчення пізніших історичних періодів, випускає серію монографій англійською й українською мовами, організовує конференції й надає гранти на дослідницькі проєкти, особливо для науковців в Україні.

Центру досліджень історії України ім. Петра Яцика

Inauguration of the Jacyk Centre, 11 August 1989; (l-r) Peter Jacyk, Nadia Jacyk, and Frank Sysyn.
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number of other key research initiatives. The Cossack Ukraine Project attracted further major grants from the W. K. Lypynsky East European Research Institute. With the assistance of Dr. Larysa Bilous, Prof. Zenon Kohut has led the Jacyk Centre’s project on Cossack Ukraine and is completing a monograph on the political culture of the mid-sixteenth to early eighteenth centuries. Dr. Serhiy Bilenky submitted his examination of the relationship between modernity, nation, and empire in nineteenth-century Ukraine for publication, supported by the Temerty Foundation and the Ukrainian Studies Fund, Inc., in a new series between McGill–Queen’s University Press and CIUS Press. The centre also published two monographs in its series, took over responsibility for CIUS’s Baturyn project exploring the archaeology of the former capital of the Hetmanate, and entered into an agreement with the FLAME project at Princeton University to research early Ukrainian coin hoards. In conjunction with CIUS Press, the Jacyk Centre commenced a series of online book discussion events on selected CIUS publications.

The centre’s many years of work and collaboration with various international partners have fostered the growth of eighteenth-century Ukraine studies into becoming a strong international field. This spring the Jacyk Centre co-sponsored a virtual conference at the Ukrainian Catholic University in Lviv for over one hundred fifty participants, which featured the inauguration of the Ukrainian Society for Eighteenth-Century Studies. The conference and the association aim to enable a shift in attitudes toward the eighteenth century, reassess established narratives and concepts, and interweave eighteenth-century Ukraine into the broader East European and global contexts. The Jacyk Centre has devoted considerable attention to the eighteenth century, assembling a collection of essays by Ukrainian scholars on this hitherto neglected period of Ukrainian history.
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The Ukrainian Cultural Institute in the United States (CIUS) has devoted considerable attention to the eighteenth century, assembling a collection of essays by Ukrainian scholars on this hitherto neglected period of Ukrainian history. The centre’s many years of work and collaboration with various international partners have fostered the growth of eighteenth-century Ukraine studies into becoming a strong international field. This spring the Jacyk Centre co-sponsored a virtual conference at the Ukrainian Catholic University in Lviv for over one hundred fifty participants, which featured the inauguration of the Ukrainian Society for Eighteenth-Century Studies. The conference and the association aim to enable a shift in attitudes toward the eighteenth century, reassess established narratives and concepts, and interweave eighteenth-century Ukraine into the broader East European and global contexts. The Jacyk Centre has devoted considerable attention to the eighteenth century, assembling a collection of essays by Ukrainian scholars on this hitherto neglected period of Ukrainian history.
With support from the Jacyk Centre, Ukraine’s first initiative as a new member of the International Society for Eighteenth-Century Studies was to be a small workshop at the Ukrainian Catholic University in Lviv. However, the pandemic-mandated virtual international conference boomed to 150 participants, including speakers from thirteen countries. The international society’s president, Dr. Penelope Cornfield, gave a keynote speech on the spread of the handshake in eighteenth-century England. Now we shall see if the handshake will return to our post-COVID world.

In a year when the centre had so many reasons for celebration, its staff also had to deal with the loss of its close collaborator Marta Skorupsky, a brilliant translator of many Jacyk Centre publications. Lastly, the Jacyk Centre instituted an international advisory board to assist in implementing its vision; its seven members were recruited each from a different country.

INTERNATIONAL ADVISORY BOARD OF THE JACYK CENTRE:

Prof. Olga Andriewsky, Trent University (Canada)
Prof. Teresa Chynczewska-Hennel, University of Białystok (Poland)
Prof. Rory Finnin, University of Cambridge (UK)
Prof. Andrea Graziosi, University of Naples Federico II (Italy)
Prof. Guido Hausmann, University of Regensburg (Germany)
Oksana Kis, D.Sc., NASU Institute of Ethnology (Ukraine)
Prof. Larry Wolff, New York University (USA)

 EVENTS:
In addressing the obvious challenges of the past year, the Peter and Doris Kule Ukrainian Canadian Studies Centre also found unique opportunities. Shifting its focus to digital research and online events, the KUCSC screened the Andrew Tkach documentary film *Hunger for Truth: The Rhea Clyman Story*, drawing on research by Jars Balan; hosted a presentation on Canada-Ukraine security co-operation by the Ukrainian ambassador Andriy Shevchenko and Canadian ambassador Larisa Galadza; and broadcast a lecture on Canada’s Magnitsky Law by former Senator A. Raynell Andreychuk.

In another major accomplishment, some of the extensive research conducted by the KUCSC on Ukrainian participation in Canada’s armed forces during the Second World War was finally shared with the general public in the John Paskievich documentary *A Canadian War Story*. The premiere was livestreamed on 6 November before a national audience of almost one thousand viewers. Much of the collected information is now available in digital form for scholars researching the Ukrainian-Canadian community during the war years.

As Ukrainians in Canada mark one hundred thirty years since the first immigrants arrived as well as the fiftieth anniversary of the adoption of Canada’s official multiculturalism policy, CIUS has launched a multi-year, multiform research partnership examining fourth-wave Ukrainian migrants in Canada, titled “The Post-1991 Project.” Under the leadership of CIUS director Dr. Khanenko-Friesen, this comprehensive study aims to capture the broader economic trajectories and settlement experiences of this group over multiple years, across different immigration pathways.
A scene from the Mykola Hohol story Vii, as adapted for the stage by Marko Kropyvnytsky and performed by amateurs at the Ukrainian People’s Home in Toronto. Source: “Capacity house greets presentation of fantasy by Ukrainian players,” Evening Telegram, 28 December 1936, p. 5.

categories, and in different geographical and socio-cultural settings. It is anticipated that preliminary results from survey research, data mining, and

 EVENTS:

6 November 2020. Online movie premiere of A Canadian War Story, co-sponsored by CIUS-KUCSC.


20 May 2021. A Multiculturalism@50 Series Round table: “Multiculturalism in practice: The Ukrainian Canadian experience.” Participants Jars Balan, Bill Balan, Myron Spolsky, Natalka Chomiak, and Bohdan Kordan.


translating a lecture on the “Magnityznyu law” in Canada, read by former senator Reighland Andrachuk.

Yet another significant achievement was the premiere of the documentary Strips by John Pascevich, A Canadian War Story (Canadian war story), which included materials from extensive research by the Kule Center on the participation of Ukrainians in Canadian military forces during World War II. The first showing of the film for a national audience took place on November 6 and attracted nearly a thousand spectators. A large portion of the information collected on Ukrainian-Canadian communities during the war is available for researchers of this period in digital format.

Since Ukrainians of Canada are celebrating their one hundred and thirty years since the arrival of the first immigrants and the fiftieth anniversary of official multicultural policies, CIUS has launched a project “Post-1991,” a multi-year, multi-disciplinary study of the fourth wave of Ukrainian immigration to Canada under the direction of CIUS director Dr. Xenchenko. The project aims to comprehensively study the economic trajectories and experiences of this group in different periods and in digital format.

Oskolki Ukrainci Kanady відзначають сто тридцять років з часу прибуття перших іммігрантів і п’ятдесят річницю офіційного впровадження політики багатокультурності, КІУС запустив проект “Post-1991”, багаторічне і багатоформатне партнерське дослідження четвертої хвилі українських мігрантів у Канаді під керівництвом директори КІУСу д-ра Ханенко-Фрізен. Проект має на меті всебічне вивчення економічних траєкторій і досвід-
“The Kule Centre's completion of a comprehensive, annotated bibliography of Ukrainian-language theatrical literature found in Canadian sources is a major contribution to its ongoing research into the rich history of the Ukrainian stage in Canada.”

Myron Momryk, Archivist (ret.), Library and Archives Canada

Among other achievements was the completion by Jars Balan of a comprehensive bibliography of Ukrainian-language theatrical literature found in Canadian collections, which was compiled over several decades. Together with his detailed bibliography of Ukrainian-language plays authored by immigrant Canadians and his annotated chronicle of several thousand theatrical performances over the first half of the twentieth century, the combined database will be an invaluable resource for studying the vibrant Ukrainian-language theatrical tradition in Canada. And finally, Serge Cipko's Starving Ukraine: The Holodomor and Canada's Response received the 2020 Canadian Association of Ukrainian Studies Book Award; Dr. Cipko is also working on parallel accounts of contemporary responses to the Holodomor in Argentina and the United States.

discourse analysis is to be presented at the “Reconciling Multiculturalism in Today’s Canada” national symposium co-organized by CIUS at the University of Alberta in November 2021.

Serhii Ціпко, професор канадського університету, відповідає на питання про реакцію Канади на Голодомор.

Серед інших здобутків Центру ім. Кулів — завершення укладання повної бібліографії україномовної театральної літератури в канадських джерелах, укладена Центром ім. Кулів, — це вагомий внесок у поточне дослідження багатої історії української сцени в Канаді.

Мирон Момрик, архіваріус (на пенсії), Бібліотека і архів Канади
SCHOLARSHIP OF ENGAGEMENT AND RECIPROCITY

У ВЗАЄМОДІЇ – НАУКА ЗАРАДИ СУСПІЛЬСТВА
With Dr. Olenka Bilash as acting director and Dr. Olena Sivachenko as research associate, ULEC continues to contribute to Ukrainian language education locally, nationally, and worldwide while engaging with professional and academic communities and stakeholders. In the past year ULEC associates delivered nine presentations at a number of international online conferences and published three academic articles about Ukrainian language acquisition and education. Six extensive issues of the ULEC Newsletter reported

“ULEC has been an invaluable partner over this year of the pandemic, as it has helped Ukrainian educators transition to online instruction.... Our teachers find the ULEC newsletters inspiring and informative. Some even say that they feel more connected to a network of Ukrainian-language teachers through the newsletters.”

Oksana Levytska
UNF Canada Ukrainian School Initiatives Committee
UWC International Educational Coordinating Council

“У пандемійний рік партнерство з МЦУМ було неоцінене, тому що допомогло вчителям української мови перейти на дистанційне навчання... Наші педагоги відзначають натхненість та інформативність Бюлетеню МЦУМ. Дехто навіть каже, що з ним почувається по-справжньому включеним у мережу вчителів української мови”.

Оксана Левицька
Комітет рідного шкільництва Дирекції Українського національного об’єднання Канади
Світова координаційна виховно-освітня рада
Світowego конгресу українців
“ULEC has been a firm supporter of the Ukrainian Language Assessment Project at the University of Saskatchewan’s Prairie Centre for the Study of Ukrainian Heritage. Collaboration with language educators and school administrators...has resulted in increased professional knowledge and awareness of new methodologies for Canadian language learners.”

Nadia Prokopchuk
University of Saskatchewan

on local, national, and international news and historical and contemporary events related to Ukrainian language education activities in Canada, throughout the diaspora, and in Ukraine. This included a series of informative features about Ukrainian studies programs at universities around the world. In addition, research projects aimed at preparing a history of ULEC by Dr. Mark Pyzyk and an annotated bibliography by Lesia Savedchuk of children’s literature created in the diaspora prior to 1991.

In further collaborative activity, ULEC joined with the University of Alberta’s Faculty of Education to host an online panel called “Teaching genocide in social studies education: The case of the Holodomor” in November 2020. On 21-22 March 2021 ULEC co-sponsored an online conference examining the impact of multiculturalism on public education.

EVENTS:

6 November 2020. Ukrainian Language Day Celebration. A closed event for Univ. of Alberta students and guests, organized by CIUS-ULEC and the Dept. of Modern Languages and Cultural Studies, Faculty of Arts.


«МЦУМ непохитно підтримує Проєкт оцінювання рівня української мови при Прерійному центрі дослідження української спадщини Саскачеванського ун-ту. Співпраця з вчителями мови й шкільними адміністраціями... забезпечила підвищення професійного рівня педагогів і обізнаності про нові методи навчання канадських учнів».

Надія Прокопчук
Саскачеванський ун-т

засвоєння української мови й методику її навчання. Шість об’ємних випусків Бюлетеню МЦУМ розповідали про локальні, національні й міжнародні новини, історичні й сучасні події, пов’язані з метою викладання української мови у Канаді. Українці й серед діяспори. Зокрема у них вміщено низку інформативних статей про програми українських студій в університетах по всьому світу. Також тривають дослідницькі проекти: д-р Марк Пижик укладає історію МЦУМ, а Леся Саведчук готує анотовану бібліографію дитячої літератури діяспори до 1991 р.

Продовжується співпраця МЦУМ з факультетом освіти Альбертського ун-ту: у листопаді 2020 р. спільними зусиллями проведено онлайн-панель «Викладання теми геноцидів на уроках суспільствознавства. Приклад Голодомору».

21–22 березня 2021 р.
Responding to the need for video resources on contemporary issues for beginner-level and low intermediate-level young adult learners (15–23 years of age), ULEC initiated a corresponding pilot project with Dr. Daria Polianska. Following her first three-minute video with youth in summer online camps, a short survey confirmed that this age group is interested in substantive content on global issues. The project has obtained a mandate to continue.

In local community activity, in November 2020 ULEC organized a café on the occasion of Ukrainian Language Day, a video contest for students studying advanced Ukrainian at the University of Alberta, and two online meetings with Ukrainian Bilingual Program high school students to commemorate International Mother Language Day. ULEC also served on the organizing committee for the May conference of the National Ukrainian Education Committee under the Ukrainian Canadian Congress and presented a keynote address at this conference.

МЦУМ співорганізував онлайн-конференцію, присвячену впливу багатокультурності на державну освіту. Доповіді можна переглянути тут.

Нестача актуальних відеоресурсів для вивчення української мови підлітками і молоддю (15–23 роки) з початковим рівнем або нижче середнього стимулювала МЦУМ започаткувати відповідний пілотний проект з д-ром Дарією Полянською. Апробоване на літніх онлайн-школах перше трихвилинне відео і коротке опитування підтвердило, що ця віковова група цікавиться контентом про глобальні проблеми. Пілотне відео можна побачити тут, а проект отримав добро на продовження.

На рівні громади МЦУМ організував неформальне зібрання до Дня української мови, відеоконкурс для студентів Альбертського ун-ту, що поглиблено вивчають українську, а також дві онлайн-зустрічі до Міжнароднього дня рідної мови з учнями шкіл, що вчаться за Українською двомовною програмою. МЦУМ також долучився до організаційного комітету травневої конференції Національної української освітньої ради Конгресу українців Канади, і презентував на цій конференції програмну доповідь.
HREC Education furthers the research, study, and teaching of the Holodomor—the 1932–33 genocidal famine in Soviet Ukraine—through six streams: resource development, educator training workshops, presentations, outreach, promotion, and consulting.

Alongside the CIUS’s Ukrainian Language Education Centre, HREC Education is on the front lines when it comes to supporting and promoting key areas of Ukrainian studies in practical, innovative, and tangible ways through community-engaged scholarly initiatives.

In a banner year of leadership in Holodomor education, HREC Education was recognized as an Educational Partner of the largest school board in Canada, the Toronto District School Board; it was also asked by the Ontario Ministry of Education to consult on its Civics and Citizenship Curriculum and by the Ministry of Education in Quebec on Enseigner les génocides, a guide to teaching the nine genocides recognized by the United Nations.

“Today more than ever we need to learn from tragic examples in history such as the Holodomor how the erosion of human rights can lead to the horrors of genocide. Our Minneapolis Holodomor Education Committee will be well equipped with the road map and tools that you have provided for raising awareness, advocating, and teaching the Holodomor. Thank you!”

Luda Anastazievska
Educator, Minneapolis, Minnesota

“Сьогодні ми сильніше, ніж будь-коли, потребуємо вміння робити висновки з трагічних подій минулого, щоб розуміти, як руйнування прав людини може призвести до жахів геноциду. Наш Міннеаполіський комітет освіти про Голодомор одержав від НОЦВГ дорожню карту й інструменти для підвищення обізнаності, законодавчого обстоювання і навчання теми Голодомору. Дякуємо!”

Люда Анастазієвська, освітянка,
Міннеаполіс, Міннесота

Цей рік був дуже успішним для освітньої програми НОЦВГ, особливо з огляду на визнання консорціуму офіційним освітнім партнером Шкільної ради Торонтського округу — найбільшого в Канаді. Також Міністерство освіти провінції Ontаріо запросило директорку освітньої програми НОЦВГ Валентину Курилів до консультацій у створенні навчальної програми для дисципліни «Громадянські права...
“Thanks to HREC Education, the Holodomor is becoming an integral part of Canadian school curricula.... Keep up the great work.”

Dr. Roma Franko, Author, educator
Former chair, Department of Modern Languages, University of Saskatchewan

«Завдяки освітньої програми НОЦВГ Голодомор поступово стає невід’ємною частиною шкільної програми в Канаді... Молодці, так тримати».

Д-р Рома Франко, авторка, освітянка,
у минулому — очільниця Відділу сучасних мов Саскачеванського ун-ту

by Canada. Furthermore, the Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine endorsed the publishing of a sample lesson created by HREC Education Director Valentina Kuryliw for use as an exemplar by Ukrainian educators. The lesson was presented during the 2021 “Verba Magistri” Methodology Lab Summer School for history teachers, as part of an ongoing partnership between HREC, the Ukrainian education ministry, and the “HREC in Ukraine” NGO. Based at CIUS’s Toronto office, HREC also partnered with “HREC in Ukraine” to hold a conference on Soviet Ukraine’s national minorities during the Holodomor.

In another activity, Valentina Kuryliw was invited by the Ukrainian American Community Centre in Minneapolis to consult, provide educational materials, and proofread the final draft of their Holodomor Resource Guide, developed for the Genocide Education Outreach Program of the Center for Holocaust and Genocide Studies (CHGS) at the University
of Minnesota. She also gave a remote presentation for the CHGS for a well-attended Holodomor Memorial Day online event in the fall of 2020.

Importantly for the field of Holodomor education, two recipients were granted the 2020 HREC Educator Award for Holodomor Lesson Plan Development (see page 85).
У ВЗАЄМОДІЇ — НАУКА ЗАРАДИ СУСПІЛЬСТВА
CONTEMPORARY UKRAINE STUDIES PROGRAM & KOWALSKY PROGRAM FOR THE STUDY OF EASTERN UKRAINE

The Contemporary Ukraine Studies Program is led by Dr. Volodymyr Kravchenko with research associates Dr. Oleksandr Pankieiev and Dr. Vita Yakovlyeva, and post-doctoral fellow Dr. Olga Plakhotnik. During the reporting year its key projects centered around two main themes—re-examining the notion of Ukraine’s

Working within the broader context of European, Eurasian, Slavic, and post-Soviet studies, the Contemporary Ukraine Studies Program strives to advance contemporary Ukraine studies in Canada and internationally through cross-disciplinary and collaborative research, scholarly publishing, and community engagement projects.

“My affiliation with CUSP provided the unique opportunity to work in an internationally renowned and vibrant interdisciplinary hub of Ukrainian studies. As a result of productive and insightful networking with leading scholars of the institute and other departments of the University of Alberta, I am organizing the symposium ‘Sovereignty and Citizenship in Contemporary Ukraine’ (spring 2022). I am sincerely grateful for the CIUS leadership’s comprehensive support and generous mentorship.”

Dr. Olga Plakhotnik
Bayduza Post-doctoral Research Fellow, 2020–22

Програма вивчення сучасної України, Програма дослідження Східної України ім. Ковальських

Програму вивчення сучасної України очолює д-р Володимир Кравченко, якому допомагають наукові співробітники д-р Олександр Панкєєв, д-р Віта Яковлєва і постдокторська стипендіятка д-р Ольга Плахотнік. Цього року проєкти Програми зосереджені навколо двох основних тем: переосмислення

«Участь у постдокторській програмі ПВСУ подарувала мені унікальну можливість працювати у міжнародньо визnanому і яскраво міждисциплінарному осередку українських студiй. Результатом продуктивної i багатої на інсайти спiвпрацi з провiдними науковцями Інституту й інших вiддiлiв Альбертського ун-ту стане органiзований мною навеснi 2022 р. симпозiум “Суверенiсть i громадянство в сучаснiй Українi”. Я щиро вдячна керiвництву КIУСу за всебiчну пiдтримку i менторство». 

Д-р Ольга Плахотнік, стипендiятка Постдокторської програми вивчення сучасної України ім. Джанетти Байдужої (2020–2022)
cultural plurality in relation to Canada’s official multiculturalism policy and reflecting on three decades of Ukrainian independence. A series of planned events included: the symposium “(Re-)Inventing Multiculturalism in Ukraine: Models, Practices, and Discourses” in Kharkiv, the “Cultural Mosaics of the City” research project (with Kharkiv Karazin National University), and a community photography exhibition co-organized with the Yermilov Centre of Contemporary Art.

Supported by CIUS’s Kowalsky Program for the Study of Eastern Ukraine, a three-year international collaborative project titled “Self-Representation Practices in Multinational Cities of the Industrial and Post-Industrial Era” concluded with a summary session held in Ukraine and online on 14–15 May 2021. More than fifty researchers of Ukrainian urban landscapes presented their studies of public representation practices that co-exist in urban space. As a result of this project, an impressive multimedia database was established, containing a registry of memorials, monuments, symbols, and places of commemoration (400 items), interviews with inhabitants and experts (500 items), and more.

“Most enjoyable and rewarding part of my experience at CUSP was being able to mentor a University of Alberta graduate student as a member of her M.A. thesis committee. After her successful graduation, this fruitful exchange led to our co-designing and delivering a lecture series together at the museum of the Alberta Council for the Ukrainian Arts. Taking place during the time of the COVID pandemic, this virtual series not only shared our work within the wider community in Alberta but also furthered the university and the museum settings as important gathering spaces for knowledge exchange.”

Dr. Jessica Zychowicz
Director, Fulbright Program in Ukraine; Stasiuk Post-doctoral Fellow, 2018–21

“Найбільший приємний і цінний досвід у рамках ПУСУ я отримала як менторка магістрантки Альбертського ун-ту і членкиня комісії з захисту її дипломної роботи. Після успішного захисту наша плідна співпраця переросла у низку лекцій, яку ми спільно розробили й прочитали в музеї Альбертської ради українського мистецтва. Через пандемію COVID події відбувалися в онлайновому форматі, і це дозволило не лише поділитися напрацюваннями зі спільною Альберти, а й підтримати статус університету та музею як важливих осередків обміну знаннями”.

Д-р Джесіка Зихович, директорка Програми імені Фулбрайта в Україні, стипендіятка Постдокторської програми Вічного фонду ім. родини Стасюків (2018–2021)
Managed by editor-in-chief Oleksandr Pankieiev with support from the Alberta Society for the Advance-
ment of Ukrainian Studies and consulting editor/translator Ksenia Maryniak, during the reporting 
period CUSP’s online discussion platform, Forum for 
Ukrainian Studies, published over twenty English-lang-
guage original and republished translated articles 
by Ukrainian scholars. With a growing popularity 
thanks to its showcasing of rising young Ukraine ex-
perts as well as established public intellectuals, FUS 
essays garnered over 18,000 views during the report-
ing period.

EVENTS:

16 August 2020. “Student perspectives on Covid-19,” an online discussion for students from Ukraine, 
Canada, and the USA, organized by the International 
Association for Political Science Students, sponsored 
by CIUS-CUSP.

4 September 2020. Online round table “Belarusian 
protests: Possible consequences for Ukraine and 
neighbours.” CIUS participants Natalia Khanenko-
Friesen, Volodymyr Kravchenko, and Frank Sysyn.

16 September 2020. Online lecture “What the West 
got wrong: Re-examining Western support for 
reforms in Ukraine, 2014–19.” Presenter Roman 
Waschuk. Co-sponsored.

5 October 2020. CIUS Edmonton. Book launch 
of Superfluous Women: Feminism, Art, and Revolution 
in Twenty-First-Century Ukraine by Jessica Zychowicz.

11 December 2020. CIUS Edmonton online lecture 
“Ukrainian feminisms and the issue of coloniality.” 
Presenters Maria Mayerchyk and Olga Plakhotnik.

of the city face: Practices of self-representation 
in Ukraine’s multinational cities.” Co-sponsored.
DANYLO HUSAR STRUK PROGRAMME IN UKRAINIAN LITERATURE

Програма з української літератури ім. Данила Гусара-Струка

The primary aim of the Danylo Husar Struk Programme in Ukrainian Literature is to enhance familiarity with Ukrainian literature in the English-speaking world. The Struk Programme works toward this goal by sponsoring research, scholarly writing, translations, and other activities. It promotes access to texts through print and electronic publications. In special tribute to Professor Struk, it organizes an annual public lecture — the Danylo Husar Struk Memorial Lecture, given by a distinguished scholar, critic, or writer.

“... the pandemic situation offered a favourable circumstance to establish a real, viable dialogue. I wanted everyone who was shut away in their homes to be able to hear poetry and see poets live. This initiative was immediately supported by Maxim Tarnawsky, chair of the Struk Programme. I believe that the recordings, along with the translations featured in the journal, will benefit the teaching of Ukrainian literature in schools and universities, both in Ukraine and abroad.”

Alex Averbuch, Department of Slavic Languages and Literatures, University of Toronto

Головна мета Програми з української літератури ім. Данила Гусара-Струка — підвищувати рівень обізнаності з українською літературою в англомовному світі. Заради її досягнення Програма фінансує дослідження, наукові праці, переклади й інші види діяльності. Друковані й електронні видання розширюють доступ до текстів. Також Програма вшановує пам’ять проф. Струка, організовуючи щорічну Меморіальну лекцію ім. Данила Гусара-Струка, для виголошення якої запрошують відомих науковців, критиків або письменників.

«Пандемія створила сприятливі обставини, щоб налагодити реальний і життєздатний діалог. Я хотів, щоб люди, які опинилися ізольовані вдома, мали змогу почути поезію і побачити поетів. Директор Програми ім. Гусара-Струка Максим Тарнавський одразу підтримав ініціативу. Я певен, що записи і надруковані в журналі переклади спрямовані викладанню української літератури в школах і університетах, в Україні і за кордоном».

Олександр Авербух, катедра слав’янських мов та літератур, Торонтонський ун-т
Events:

July-August, 2020, 8 presentations. “A Poetry Festival for a Pandemic Age” online poetry readings by contemporary Ukrainian authors. Moderator Alex Averbuch; opening remarks Maxim Tarnawsky.


CIUS’s Research Program on Religion and Culture is devoted to the study of all aspects of the religious experience of Ukrainians in Ukraine and in the Ukrainian diaspora (especially in Canada), from the history and politics of religion to sacral art, architecture, and music.

“I always...esteemed the work of Professor Bociurkiw. I learned a lot from it, and I am very pleased to have this honour [to deliver the Bohdan Bociurkiw Memorial Lecture]... I am interested in Ukrainian studies because I have an emotional involvement in it.”

José Casanova
Berkley Center for Religion, Peace, and World Affairs
Bohdan Bociurkiw Memorial Lecture: “The Three Kyivan Churches of Ukraine and the Three Romes”
25 February 2021

“Я завжди... глибоко поважав працю професора Боцюрківа. І багато з неї почерпнув, тож це для мене велика честь [виголосити Меморіальну лекцію ім. Богдана Боцюрківа]... Мій інтерес до українських студій постав із емоційної залученості у тему».

Хосе Касанова
Центр дослідження релігії, миру і міжнародних відносин ім. Берклі
Меморіальна лекція ім. Богдана Боцюрківа: «Три київські церкви в Україні і три іпостасі Риму»
25 лютого 2021 р.
to discuss the historical origins and process of granting autocephaly, the state of the church on the ground in Ukraine in the first year after the Ecumenical Patriarch recognized the autocephaly of the Orthodox Church of Ukraine in January 2019, and the theological and political impact both in Ukraine and internationally. The scholars included Nicholas Denysenko, Thomas Bremer, Radu Bordeianu, Andrii Krawchuk, Jaroslaw Buciora, Anatolii Babynskyi, Tetiana Kalenychenko, and Frank E. Sysyn. However, the onset of the global pandemic meant that the symposium had to be cancelled partway through. This peer-reviewed collection, edited by the program’s director, Prof. Heather Coleman, brings scholarship on this important issue in contemporary Ukrainian religious and political life to wider audiences.
During the 2020/21 reporting year, the Jacyk Program in Lviv published two issues of the biannual international interdisciplinary intellectual journal Ukraina Moderna, in both Ukrainian-language paper and partly bilingual online (uamoderna.com) editions. In 2020 the website posted over one hundred varied items (essays, reviews, interviews) and enjoyed

“*It means a great deal to me that one hundred years after his birth, interest in my father’s life and work has grown to the point where he himself now belongs to the history of ‘the one living nation more’ [to quote Mykhalo Drahomanov], of which he became the pre-eminent scholar of his generation.*”

Peter L. Rudnytsky
From the preface to the published diaries of Ivan Lysiak Rudnytsky (Shchodennyky)

У 2020/2021 рр. Програма ім. Яцика у Львові опублікувала два випуски міжнароднього міждисциплінарного інтелектуального журналу «Україна модерна» у паперовій україномовній і частково двомовній онлайн-версії (http://www.uamoderna.com/). У 2020 р. на сайті з’явилось понад сто різних матеріалів (есеїв, рецензій, інтерв’ю), широко

«Для мене багато важить те, що через сто років після його народження інтерес до життя і праці моєго батька зріс до того рівня, що він і сам тепер належить до історії (прочитую Михайла Драгоманова) “що одного живого народу”, в якому став найвидатнішим науковцем свого покоління».

Петро Лисяк-Рудницький
З передмови до «Шоденників» Івана Лисяка-Рудницького
Apart from the extensive activity involved in the production of the thematic issues of the peer-reviewed journal, the Jacyk Program in Lviv also manages two ongoing book series: Memoirs, Diaries, Interviews and Ukraine-Europe, 1921-1939. Under the framework of the first series, during the reporting period the program published the memoirs of Irena Kozak (nom de guerre “Bystra”; 1925–2015) and Maria Holod (1917-2003). These two volumes continue the series’ emphasis on women’s accounts. Both books are extremely rich in details on the history of Western Ukraine during the interwar period and the Second World War. Another publication under this series in 2019—the diaries of Prof. Ivan Lysiak Rudnytsky (1919–84), a leading Ukrainian historian and one of the founders of CIUS—won first prize in the 2020 All-Ukrainian Biographical Rating.
Meanwhile, the series Ukraine-Europe, 1921–1939, focuses on previously unpublished or little-known materials pertaining to Ukraine in international affairs during the interwar period. The goal of the series is to cast a new light on the Ukrainian question and the activities of various Ukrainian political groups. In 2020, the program published two volumes of documents on Carpatho-Ukraine (1938–39), edited by Oleksandr Pahiria. This focus on the interwar period has also generated materials for the writing of a new history of Ukraine in the twentieth century, a task that will be undertaken by Prof. Hrytsak.

**EVENTS:**

- 21 October 2020. Lecture “Ukraine and Germany in the World Wars: Images and memory politics,” given by Yaroslav Hrytsak
- 22 November 2020. Lecture “Why Ukraine is not Russia,” given by Yaroslav Hrytsak for Istorychna Pravda
- 22 December 2020. Lecture “Truth and trauma: In search of ways to heal,” given by Yaroslav Hrytsak
- 1 February 2021. Lecture “Why Is Ukraine a democracy?”, given by Yaroslav Hrytsak for the Harvard Ukrainian Research Institute
DISSEMINATING KNOWLEDGE: OUR PUBLICATIONS

ПОШИРЕННЯ ЗНАНЬ – ПУБЛІКАЦІЯ ДОСЛІДЖЕНЬ
CIUS PRESS

Видавництво КIУCу

CIUS Press, the publishing arm of the Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies, is the largest publisher of English-language books about Ukraine and Ukrainians in Canada and around the globe.

CIUS Press (ciuspress.com), under the directorship of Dr. Marko R. Stech, saw another busy year. As a key partner to the Hrushevsky Translation Project, the press was directly engaged in the production of volume 2 of Mykhailo Hrushevsky’s History of Ukraine-Rus’ (see lead story). A key accomplishment in the reporting year for CIUS Press, the completion of this volume brings to a conclusion the institute’s publication of an entire English-language edition of Hrushevsky’s fundamental history.

CIUS Press also published, in partnership with the McGill–Queen’s University Press, Tatiana Tairova-Yakovleva’s Ivan Mazepa and the Russian Empire—the first English-language biography of Mazepa in sixty years.

“Я замовлю створений відділом освіти НОЦВГ підручник “Holodomor in Ukraine” (Голодомор в Україні) для університетської бібліотеки, а також планую ділитися вашими матеріалами зі своїми студентами-істориками, аспірантами й асистентами».

Проф. Зенон В. Василів,
відділ історії Ітацького коледжу
(штат Нью-Йорк)
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The press continued to co-operate with the Księgarnia Akademicka in Krakow, co-publishing Wiktoria Kudela-Świątek’s *Eternal Memory: Monuments and Memorials of the Holodomor*. And it also published *Disharmony and Other Plays*, the first English-language collection of plays by the prominent Ukrainian writer and statesman Volodymyr Vynnychenko.

The high scholarly level of CIUS Press books has again been recognized by the academic community. Simone Bellezza’s *The Shore of Expectations: A Cultural Study of the Shistdesiatnyky*, was awarded the 2020 Omeljan Pritsak Book Prize in Ukrainian Studies by the Association for Slavic, East European, and Eurasian Studies.

Selected CIUS Press books on display.

Marko Stech at a book presentation in New York (ca 2010).

Simone Attilio Bellezza,
University of Naples Federico II

Tatiana Tairova-Yakovleva, St. Petersburg State University
(Russian Federation)
Book discussion: Tairova-Yakovleva’s *Ivan Mazepa and the Russian Empire*, 26 March 2021
Archeological Studies of Baturyn in 2019


Since 2001 the Canada-Ukraine Archaeological Expedition has conducted annual excavations in Baturyn, capital of the Hetmanate, the Cossack state in Left-Bank Ukraine. The results of the excavations have annually been presented in richly illustrated pamphlets. In 2019, despite the pandemic Canadian and Ukrainian scholars taking part in the Baturyn Project continued their archaeological and historical work. In the 2020 Ukrainian-language booklet the authors describe the history and culture of Baturyn during the time of Polish rule over central Ukraine, the Khmelnytsky Uprising, and the town’s dynamic development as the capital of the Hetmanate from 1669, especially under Hetman Ivan Mazepa, before its total destruction in 1708 by Russian troops. The brochure also presents the newest archeological excavations in Baturyn.

36, colour illustr. Paperback $8.95

Volume 3 of works by Olgerd Bochkovsky

Ol’gerd Ippolit Bochkovs’kyi. Vybrani pratsi i dokumenty, vol. 3 (2 books)

Compiled and edited by Miroslaw Czech and Ola Hnatiuk and published in the CIUS-supported series Ukraine in Interwar Europe, 1921–1939, this edition of selected works by a prominent Ukrainian sociologist of Polish descent, Olgerd Ippolit Bochkovsky, represents a major discovery in the field of Ukrainian sociology. Volume 3 includes Bochkovsky’s scholarly and publicistic works devoted to the Great Famine of 1932–33 in Ukraine, the topic of the subjugation of small nations, nation-building processes in Western Europe and Ukraine, and Czech-Ukrainian relations.

Full vol. 3: 834 Hardcover $44.95
Final volume of Mykhailo Hrushevsky’s *History of Ukraine-Rus’*

*History of Ukraine-Rus’, vol. 2, The Eleventh to Thirteenth Centuries*

Volume 2 of the monumental *History of Ukraine-Rus’* deals with the princely era of Kyivan Rus’, a crucially important period of Ukraine’s history. The first half of the book provides what is still the best political history of medieval southern East Slavic territory, in any language, from the time of the death of Volodymyr the Great in 1015 through the Mongol invasion of 1237–41. In the second half Hrushevsky describes in detail Rus’ society on Ukrainian territory, including the Kyiv, Chernihiv, and Pereiaslav lands, Volhynia and Galicia, and the steppe (what is now southern and eastern Ukraine). Volume 2 was translated by Ian Press and prepared for publication by two staff editors—editor-in-chief Frank Sysyn and senior editor Tania Plawuszcak-Stech (who also served as managing editor of vol. 2)—and consulting editor Christian Raffensperger. An introduction by Paul Hollingsworth assesses the transformational role of this book in modern scholarship about medieval Rus’.


A subscription to the entire set of Hrushevsky’s *History of Ukraine-Rus’* is available for $1,100.

Documents from Czech and Slovak archives on Carpatho-Ukraine

Oleksandr Pahiriia. *Karpats’ka Ukraina v dokumentakh Druhoï Chekoslovats’koï Respubliky*


Full set: $59.95
A book of memoirs by political activist
Irena Kozak

Irena Kozak. “Zrodylys’ my velykoï hodyny...”: Spohady

This book is no. 7 in the series Memoirs, Diaries, Interviews published by the Jacyk Program in Lviv. Over 460 pages long, it contains the memoirs of OUN activist Iryna Savytska-Kozak (1925-2014). During the Second World War she was head of the Ukrainian Red Cross in Lviv district and a courier for Roman Shukhevych, commander of the Ukrainian Insurgent Army. Her memoirs describe life in Western Ukraine during the interwar period, OUN activities during the war, and Ukrainian life in the diaspora.

$39.95

New monograph on remembrance of the Holodomor

Eternal Memory: Monuments and Memorials of the Holodomor

Wiktoria Kudela-Świątek provides an in-depth examination of “places of memory” associated with the Great Famine of 1932-33 in Ukraine. The author investigates the history, aesthetics, and symbolism of a wide array of commemorative spaces, including museums, commemorative plaques, and sites directly linked with the victims of the Holodomor. The book sheds light on the processes by which commemorative practices have evolved and been shared between Ukraine and the diaspora. Eternal Memory was co-published by the CIUS Press and Księgarnia Akademicka (Krakow).

$43.95
From a lecture on the history of time

Obriï nauky: Istorii chasu

This is the second book in a series of essays based on lectures given at the monthly seminar “Horizons of Science,” held at the Ukrainian Catholic University in Lviv. This collection, which was supported by the Jacyk Program in Lviv, features eleven essays devoted to the topic of time as it is understood by representatives of various scientific and scholarly disciplines: astronomy, physics, theology, philosophy, psychology, sociology, linguistics, semiotics, and history.

176 Paperback ISBN 978-617-7637-22-5 $27.95

Imperial identities in 18th and 19th-century Ukraine

Impers’ki identychnosti v ukraїns’kii istorii XVIII – pershoï polovyny XIX st.

Edited by Vadym Adadurov and Volodymyr Sklokin, this book examines the question of imperial identities in Ukraine during the eighteenth and early nineteenth century with the aim of challenging the established historiographic stereotypes resulting from imperial unification measures against the collective identities of Ukrainians in the Habsburg and Russian Empires. Special attention is paid to the imperial ultra-patriotism of the Ukrainian elites, as well as to the impact of the Enlightenment in the transition period around the turn of the 19th century.

300 Hardcover ISBN 978-617-7608-23-2 $34.95

A monograph on Hetman Ivan Mazepa

Ivan Mazepa and the Russian Empire

Hetman Ivan Mazepa, a prominent European statesman of the late 17th and early 18th centuries, ruled the Ukrainian Cossack state—the Hetmanate—from 1687 to 1709. Despite some controversial assessments of his legacy, Mazepa has remained a strong symbol of Ukrainian independence. Tatiana Tairova-Yakovleva’s Ivan Mazepa and the Russian Empire is the first English-language biography of Ivan Mazepa in sixty years. This book is a translation and revision of her 2007 monograph and presents an updated perspective on the life of Mazepa based on many new sources, including Mazepa’s archive, which for centuries had been thought lost until it was rediscovered by Tairova in 2004. Ivan Mazepa and the Russian Empire was co-published by CIUS Press and McGill-Queen’s University Press.

xiv + 406 Paperback 978-0-2280-0174-4 $49.95
Special issue of *Ukraina Moderna*  
no. 27  
The scholarly journal *Ukraina Moderna*, which is supported by CIUS’s Jacyk Program in Lviv, is a leading historical journal in Ukraine. Its website is uamoderna.com. Special issue no. 27 (2019) is dedicated to numerical methods of text analysis. It contains seven scholarly essays dedicated to numerical analyses in linguistics and literary studies, and even in studies of myths and mythologies.

232 Paperback  ISSN 2078-659X  $14.95

Special issue of *Ukraina Moderna*  
no. 28  
A leading historical journal in Ukraine, *Ukraina Moderna* is supported by CIUS’s Jacyk Program in Lviv. Its website is uamoderna.com. Special issue no. 28 for 2020 is dedicated to the topic of Nazi crimes against patients of psychiatric institutions, dormitories for sick children, and buildings for invalids during the Second World War in Ukraine. This issue contains the transcript of a discussion forum titled “The Useless People: War Crimes, Judgement, (Non)Memory.” It also features essays, documents, and translations of texts by prominent German intellectuals.

232 Paperback  ISSN 2078-659X  $14.95  
508 Paperback  ISSN 2078-659X  $14.95

**An English-language collection of Volodymyr Vynnychenko's plays**  
*Disharmony and Other Plays*  
Volodymyr Vynnychenko (1880–1951) was an extraordinary writer and political figure of the Ukrainian generation that was active in the early twentieth century. In his stories, novels, and plays he broke with populist and literary-realist traditions and rebelled against the social mores and political system of the tsarist empire Vynnychenko wrote most of his plays while living as an émigré (1907–14). This volume of six of his best-known plays, translated by George Mihaychuk, introduces English readers to a masterful Ukrainian dramatist.

xl + 600 Paperback  978-1-894865-59-3  $43.95
Historical atlas of Zhydachiv

*Zhydachiv: Atlas ukrains’kykh istorychnykh mist. Volume 4*

This atlas, volume 4 in a series of historical atlases of ancient Ukrainian towns, was prepared by Myron Kapral. It contains reproductions of several maps of the historic town of Zhydachiv in western Ukraine, which was an important trading centre on the trade routes between the Principality of Galicia-Volhynia, Kyivan Rus’, Western Europe, and the Black Sea. This volume includes maps and four analytic essays focusing primarily on the urban development of Zhydachiv throughout its history.

Maps, inserts  Paperback  ISBN 978-966-02-9124-9  $44.95

**Ordering CIUS Press Publications**

CIUS publications can be ordered (plus taxes and shipping; outside Canada, prices are in US dollars) via the secure online ordering system of CIUS Press at [ciuspress.com](http://ciuspress.com)

by e-mail: cius@ualberta.ca
by phone: 780-492-2973

or by writing to
CIUS Press
4-30 Pembina Hall, Univ. of Alberta
Edmonton AB T6G 2H8
Canada
The aim of *East/West: Journal of Ukrainian Studies* is to serve as a leading venue for the dissemination of research on all facets of Ukraine. Building on the work of two venerable publications—*Skhid/Zakhid* (est 1998 at the Kowalsky Eastern Ukrainian Institute, Kharkiv) and the *Journal of Ukrainian Studies* (est 1976 at CIUS)—the mission of *EWJUS* is to foster original scholarship and help nurture the international community of researchers who deal with Ukraine in its historical and contemporary dimensions. Of special interest are new theoretical and methodological approaches to Ukraine and its culture, language, literature, and society, in both comparative and interdisciplinary perspectives.

“In 2014 I was fortunate to launch the first online issue of *East/West: Journal of Ukrainian Studies*. As editor-in-chief, IT manager, and designer, not to mention the other sundry roles that were required to make it a reality, for me it was always a labour of love rather than a job. Perhaps more satisfying than laying the foundation for the journal is the knowledge that it continues to thrive and grow under new leadership.”

*Dr. Oleh S. Ilnytzkyj*
First Editor-in-Chief, 2014–16

“У 2014 р. мені випала честь випустити перший онлайновий номер “EWJUS”. Хоч я поєднував функції головного редактора, IT-менеджера, дизайнера й інші дрібні ролі, які знадобилися, щоб втілити цей задум у життя, для мене він завжди був улюбленою справою, а не просто роботою. Більше радості, ніж причетність до заснування журналу, дарує лише думка про те, що під новим керівництвом він продовжує процвітати й розвиватись.”

Д-р Олег С. Ільницький,
перший головний редактор журналу (2014–2016)
и асистентка редактора Коссетт Маса (Макюенівський ун-т) підготували два за - плановані випуски журналу з тематичними і різ - носпрямованими статтями, а також книжковими рецензіями.

Осінній випуск 2020 р. (том 7, ч. 2) вміщує чотири статті, присвячені: 1) київському міту про «руську землю»; 2) розвитку української популярної наук - ки в Габсбурзькій Галичині; 3) реформам україн - ської вищої освіти; 4) концептуалізації національної спільноти українською молоддю. Також у випуску подано тематичний розділ «Травма у соціально - му і культурному контексті» з трьома колективни - ми й порівняльними дослідженнями травматичних подій Голодомору, ірландського Великого Голо - ду An Gorta Mór (1845–1852 pp.) і Чорнобильської катастрофи.


EWJUS is indexed in several academic databases and available on the Érudit platform (www.erudit.org/en/ journals/ewjus), following a partnership agreement with Coalition Publica launched in 2020–21. Such broad indexing provides EWJUS with better visibility and searchability.
INTERNET ENCYCLOPEDIA OF UKRAINE

«Енциклопедія України в Інтернеті»

Composed of thousands of detailed articles and shorter encyclopedic entries written by leading specialists in their fields, the Internet Encyclopedia of Ukraine (IEU) is the most comprehensive authoritative source of information in English on Ukraine and its history, people, geography, society, economy, and cultural heritage.

30 million specific encyclopedia searches to date and counting

In 2020–21, despite the COVID pandemic the IEU team and its project director Dr. Marko R. Stech not only effectively maintained its pace of work but also increased its output, thanks to significant contributions made by new team members: consulting editor Dr. Serhiy Bilenky and senior editor Tania Plawuszczak-Stech. Managing editor Roman Senkus edited a number of important updated articles. The IEU project also expanded its pool of subject editors. Currently, over 8,500 articles and tens of thousands of illustrations are posted on the encyclopediaofukraine.com site and accessible to Internet users worldwide. The project director writes and distributes two monthly electronic newsletters, which feature new content and selected topics drawn from the IEU database.

“The Board of Directors of the Canadian Foundation for Ukrainian Studies believes that the IEU is one of the most critical Ukrainian projects in the West.”

Olga Kuplowska, CFUS President

Незважаючи на пандемію COVID-19, у 2020-2021 pp. команда «ЕУІ» під керівництвом директора д-ра Марка Р. Стеха не лише зберегла темп роботи, а й принижила результативність завдяки залученню нових учасників: редактора-консультанта д-ра Сергія Біленького і старшої редакторки Тані Плавущак-Стех. Відповідальний редактор Роман Сенькусь відредагував низку оновлень до важливих статей. «ЕУІ» також розширила коло тематичних редакторів. На сьогодні на сайті encyclopediaofukraine.com розміщено понад 8500 статей і десятки тисяч ілюстрацій, доступні для користувачів інтернету по всьому світу. Директор проєкту щомісячно створює і розсилає два бюлетені, що вміщують новий контент і тематичні підбірки з бази даних «ЕУІ».

“Рада директорів Канадської фундації українських студій вважає «Енциклопедію України в Інтернеті» одним із найважливіших українських проектів на Заході.”

Ольга Купловська, президент КФУС
The IEU website continues to be very popular, not only with the academic community but also with the general public. Since the online transfer began of the original five-volume Encyclopedia of Ukraine (1984–93; vols. 1–2 ed. Volodymyr Kubijovyč, vols. 3–5 ed. Danylo Husar Struk), the encyclopediaofukraine.com website has been visited by almost four million individual visitors, with over thirty million specific searches for information. Young people (18–34 y.o.) make up almost half of all IEU visitors. The site also continues to improve its rankings on the Internet: its “organic search traffic conversion rate” (an important indicator of website ranking) is an excellent 79.6%.

Serhiy Bilenky

Roman Senkus

Marko R. Stech

Since the IEU site went live, some four million individual visitors have made over thirty million specific searches for articles in the Internet Encyclopedia of Ukraine.


На відміну від багатьох інтернет-ресурсів, «ЕУІ» має репутацію академічної бази даних, яка вміщує ретельно досліджену, об'єктивно репрезентовану і добре прописану науковцями і найкращими фахівцями інформацію. Виходячи з цього, «ЕУІ» можна по праву назвати найбільш авторитетним англомовним енциклопедичним інтернет-ресурсом про Україну й українців.
In contrast to many other Internet resources, the IEU maintains a reputation as a scholarly database: it contains information that is carefully researched, objectively presented, and well written by scholars and specialists in their given fields. Thus, the IEU can justifiably be considered the most authoritative of English-language encyclopedic Internet resources about Ukraine and Ukrainians.
This year, CIUS’s Digital Archives Project is honoured to have been part of the institute’s broader effort to revisit and commemorate the fiftieth anniversary of Canada’s multiculturalism policy and the role of Ukrainians in it.

The institute’s founding director, Dr. Manoly R. Lupul, was an active promoter of multiculturalism in Canada. In recognition of this landmark, Lupul’s book *The Politics of Multiculturalism: A Ukrainian-Canadian Memoir* (CIUS Press, 2005) was made available online in the free, open-access CIUS Archives database.

In addition to this book, a variety of related materials are also available through the CIUS Digital Archive: a simple search of the word “multiculturalism” will yield over thirty items, including digitized rare or out of print scholarly publications as well as video and audio recordings. One such unique item is *Ukrainian Canadians, Multiculturalism, and Separatism: An Assessment*, proceedings from a 1977 conference.

“...I had the opportunity and pleasure of perusing this very useful resource, which testifies in digital format not only to CIUS’s institutional history but also to its impressive publishing output and overall broad range of scholarly activity.”

Hennadii Boriak
Deputy Director, Institute of History of Ukraine, National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine

“Так, безумовно, мав нагоду і приємність ознайомитися з надзвичайно корисним ресурсом, що засвідчує в цифровому форматі не лише інституційну історію КУІСу, але й потужний видавничий доробок та взагалі – багатогранну наукову діяльність Інституту”.

Геннадій Боряк
Заступник директора Інституту історії України НАН України
conference discussing the relationship between multiculturalism and Québécois separatism and illustrating the Ukrainian contribution to the national debate. Another digitized historical source in the archive for studying multiculturalism from a Ukrainian-Canadian perspective is a collection of essays defining a Canadian social philosophy of ethnicity, titled *Ethnicity in a Technological Age* (1988).

DISSEMINATING KNOWLEDGE THROUGH ONLINE DIGITIZED CIUS ARCHIVES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collections</th>
<th>129</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Items</td>
<td>2,438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Books (CIUS and other presses)</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>CIUS Newsletter</em> (1976–2016)</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>CIUS Research Reports</em> (nos. 1–65)</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RECOGNIZING EXCELLENCE

ВІДЗНАЧЕННЯ ДОСЯГНЕНЬ
A leading funding agency in Ukrainian studies, CIUS offers an impressive array of research grants and awards to recipients around the world. In addition to focusing on knowledge creation and dissemination CIUS is recognized on the international stage as a leading funding agency in Ukrainian studies. The institute is committed to supporting both emerging and established scholars around the world through its extensive funding program and sees this support as a necessary step toward strengthening the field. CIUS awards and grants come from a number of endowments that the institute has been very fortunate to receive over the decades thanks to the generosity of its donors.

As an example of CIUS funding during the reporting period, grant support was provided for a project in the field of psychology, titled “Investigating the psychological health of post-secondary students in Ukraine,” from the Dr. Ivan Iwanciw and Dr. Myroslawa Mysko-Iwanciw Ukrainian Studies Fund.

“We would like to thank the Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies for financial support of our research and assistance for disseminating important ideas concerning the maintenance of post-secondary students’ psychological health.”

Dr. Inna Vlasenko
Senior Lecturer, Hrinchenko University, Kyiv, 27 August 2020
We invite you to review below some other recent examples of CIUS’s support of various scholarly endeavours during the reporting period.

«Хочемо висловити вдячність Канадському Інституту Українських Студій за сприяння у проведенні дослідження і поширенні важливих для української спільноти ідей збереження психологічного здоров'я студентів.»

d-ра Інна Власенко
старший викладач Гуманітарного інституту Київського університету ім. Бориса Грінченка, 27 серпня 2020 р.

POST-DOCTORAL FELLOWSHIPS

Bayduza Post-doctoral Fellowship for the Study of Modern and Contemporary Ukraine


GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIPS

Neporany Doctoral Fellowship

Adjudicated by CIUS, this award is funded from the Osyp and Josaphat Neporany Educational Fund at the Canadian Foundation for Ukrainian Studies (CFUS).

Alex Averbuch, Slavic Languages and Literatures, Univ. of Toronto. “Trading words for things: Practical dimensions of poetry in Ukrainian, Russian, and Hebrew.”
Helen Darcovich Memorial Doctoral Fellowship


Iaroslav Kovalchuk, History and Classics, Univ. of Alberta. “Sovietizations of Western Ukraine: The diverse paths of the Communist Party in Galicia and Transcarpathia, 1944–53.”


Michael Kowalsky and Daria Mucak-Kowalsky Graduate Scholarship

Anna Kupinska, Ph.D. student, History and Classics, Univ. of Alberta. “Remember independently: Holocaust memory in post-Soviet Ukraine.”

Dr. Jeanette Bayduza Graduate Scholarship in Ukrainian Studies

Nominated by CIUS, this award is administered by the Faculty of Graduate Studies and Research at UAlberta.

Larisa Sembaluk Cheladyn, Ph.D. student, Modern Languages and Cultural Studies, Univ. of Alberta.

Tatiana Romanyszyn Memorial Graduate Scholarship in Ukrainian Studies

Nominated by CIUS, this award is administered by the Faculty of Graduate Studies and Research at UAlberta.

Dmytro Yesypenko, Ph.D. student, Modern Languages and Cultural Studies, Univ. of Alberta.

UNDERGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIPS

Dmytro and Stephania Kupiak Fund supports graduates of Busk Secondary School, Ukraine

Five graduates of the Busk Secondary School, now enrolled at the Ivan Franko National Univ. of Lviv, were awarded scholarships.

SCHOLARLY EXCHANGES GRANT

Dr. Ivan Iwanciw and Dr. Myroslawa Mysko-Iwanciw Scholarly Exchanges Grant

A grant to support scholarly engagements with Ukraine, allocated from the Dr. Ivan Iwanciw and Dr. Myroslawa Mysko-Iwanciw Endowment Fund.

Olena Huzar, Ternopil Hnatiuk National Pedagogical Univ. “Ukrainian-language summer school: Status, analytics, prospects for development and cooperation.” The summer school is a collaboration initiative between the Ternopil Hnatiuk National Pedagogical Univ., St. Thomas More College at Univ. of Saskatchewan, and St. Jerome’s Univ. in Waterloo, ON.
RESEARCH GRANTS


Oksana Chursinova, Lviv Polytechnic National Univ. “Cultural studies and art history activities of Bohdan Lepky in Western Ukraine.” *Remeza Family Endowment Fund.*

Gelinada Grinchenko, Kharkiv Karazin National Univ. “Archival case files related to the mass killings of psychiatric hospital patients in Nazi-occupied Dnipropetrovsk region.” *Dr. Demitrius and Maria Todosijczuk Memorial Fund.*


Maksym Snihyr, National Univ. of Kyiv-Mohyla Academy. “From Famine to boyars: The flight of peasants into Romania during the Holodomor.” *Dr. Vasyl Prychodko Memorial Endowment Fund.*

Iaroslav Teleshun, Kyiv Shevchenko National Univ. “AO/JFO veterans as a new type of political subculture in Ukraine.” *Vasil Kravchenko Endowment Fund.*


**HREC AWARDS AND GRANTS**

**HREC’s Conquest Prize for Contribution to Holodomor Studies**

Olha Ryabchenko for her article “Mobilization of youth for participation in the Communist transformation of the countryside during collectivization and the Holodomor.”

**HREC Educator Award for Holodomor Lesson Plan Development**

This award supports the design of innovative, creative, and interactive lessons for grades K-12 that develop critical thinking skills while addressing the topic of the Holodomor. Educators can access winning lesson plans through the HREC website.

Awards of C$2,000 were made to two educator recipients:

Sue Kenney (Immaculate Heart Academy, NJ) for “Imperial famines: America’s response to the Holodomor.”

Natalia Onyschuk (St. Matthew School, Edmonton, AB) for “Teaching the Holodomor through music: The song ‘Dry Tears.’”
HREC Research grants

Roser Alvarez-Klee, Univ. of Barcelona, and Iryna Skubii, Queen’s Univ. (Kingston, ON). “The (un)seen famine in Soviet Ukraine: Holodomor through Spanish eyes.”

Mykhailo Antropov, NASU Institute of the History of Ukraine. Exports of agricultural products from the Ukrainian SSR during the Holodomor.”

Lana Babij, independent researcher (USA). “German photo documentation of the Holodomor.”

Olha Bakovetska, Kyiv National Univ. of Culture and Arts, Mykolaiv branch. “Materials from criminal investigations (Mykolaiv region) as sources for studying protest movements in Soviet Ukraine on the eve of and during the Holodomor.”


Charley Boerman, Radboud Univ. (The Netherlands). “The Holodomor in a global context: Musealisation, monumentalisation, and commemoration.”


Bohdan Chyrko, Tavrida National V.I. Vernadsky Univ. (Kyiv). “Ethnic Germans in Ukraine in the Holodomor era (late 1920s–1930s).”

Nani Hohokhiia, Luhansk Shevchenko National Univ. (Starobilsk). “Children in mass campaigns organized by the State before and during the Holodomor.”

Mykola Horokh, Chernihiv Tarnovskyi Regional Historical Museum. “Visual sources from the Holodomor era found in museums of Chernihiv oblast.”

Yuliya Hryshchenko, NASU Institute of the History of Ukraine. “Regional press as sources for the study of everyday life in Soviet Ukraine during the Holodomor.”

Valentyna Kharkhun, Nizhyn Hohol State Univ. “Exhibiting the Holodomor in Ukrainian museums.”


Ivan Zabijaka, Institute of Journalism, Kyiv Shevchenko National Univ. “Talalaivka (Velyki Bubny) district, Chernihiv oblast, in conditions of Stalin’s ‘Revolution from above’ and the Holodomor.”
HREC COLLABORATIVE PROJECTS


Oleksandr Gladun, Nataliia Levchuk, and Omelyan Rudnytskyi, NASU Ptouka Institute of Demography and Social Studies, “Creation of the ‘District Passport’ in 1932–33 in Ukraine: The case of Kyiv oblast.”

Artem Kharchenko, KPI, and Oleksii Cheboratov, Univ. of St. Gallen (Switzerland) and Center for Urban History in East-Central Europe (Ukraine), “Everyday practices of orphanages in Soviet Ukraine during the Holodomor: Creation of the Soviet Man (1928–35).”

Serhii Vodotyka, Hennadiy Tsybulenko, Olha Pravotorova, and Iryna Ryzhenko, Kherson State Univ., “Legal evaluation of the destruction of civil society as a genocidal policy in 1932–33 in Southern Ukraine.”


CIUS grants and awards, 2020/21

Applications received (225 total) • Grants and awards issued (119 total)
THE POWER OF STRATEGIC PHILANTHROPY
ПОТУЖНІСТЬ ЦІЛЬОВОГО МЕЦЕНАТСТВА
We make a living by what we get, we make a life by what we give. These words, often attributed to Sir Winston Churchill, might well define the philosophy of the many friends and supporters of CIUS.

The exceptional generosity of friends of the Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies throughout the world—especially in Canada and the United States—not only funds our work but also helps to keep the CIUS team motivated to excel in our field. In gratitude for your comprehension of our needs, we thank all CIUS benefactors for their confidence in us.

Your donations make all the difference. A significant number of CIUS philanthropists and benefactors contribute every year to their own named endowments or other funds that support specific programs at the institute. Others donate to support our continuing work, allowing us to use the funds wherever the need is greatest. The continuous stream of revenues from these funds, combined with the generosity of incoming new donations, helps ensure the viability of Ukrainian studies in Alberta, Canada, and worldwide.

Annual income from endowment funds is used to meet our most pressing needs, such as supporting the research plans of CIUS programs, providing money for scholarships, fellowships, and grants, developing printed and online resources for Ukrainian studies, and facilitating conferences, seminars, and forums on various topics.

Please join us in supporting CIUS’s highly valued scholarship, helping us to fulfill our research goals and disseminate knowledge. The legacies of philanthropy, forever gratefully remembered, allow CIUS to maintain its leading academic profile and meet the future with assurance.

STRATEGIES FOR GIVING TO CIUS

CIUS works closely with our donors and their financial advisors to develop gifting strategies that are personally rewarding, inspiring, and tax-effective. Both individuals and organizations can establish named endowments at CIUS, designating them as either restricted or unrestricted. Contributions can be made immediately or pledged for the future. Restricted funds may specify purpose restrictions, targeting particular programs or activities of the donor’s choice, or time restrictions, which are determined by the donor’s stipulated conditions. Unrestricted funds make it possible for CIUS to shift the focus of its research or activity to the most critical areas or needs at a particular time.
THE POWER OF STRATEGIC PHILANTHROPY

Endowment funds established at CIUS, 1981-2020

CIUS endowment donors

- Groups: 4
- Organizations: 11
- Individual patron: 19
- Individual patroness: 21
- Families: 27
CIUS ENDOWMENT FUNDS: A LASTING LEGACY

The institute’s current endowment funds, listed on the following pages, support various programs and activities. A key strategic priority for the institute is to strengthen the CIUS Endowment Fund, which supports a broad and diverse range of the institute’s projects and activities. In times of economic uncertainty, the institute’s well-being as a global leader in the field relies heavily on this fund.

Endowed funds require a minimum initial investment of $25,000. They can be named after an individual benefactor, a family member, or a loved one, creating living tributes to treasured people in the founders’ lives. Current and future gifts increase both the value of the funds and their potential to inspire significant activity.

Donors may rest assured that the principal sums they contribute in initial and subsequent gifts always remain intact. Only the proceeds from investment of the principal are used—to support scholarly research, fund publications, produce educational materials, or develop new programs and resources.

There are many strategies for giving to CIUS. Contributions may be made in cash, as gifts of life insurance policies or marketable securities, or as bequests. We recommend working with a professional advisor in order to select the strategy most appropriate to your circumstances. Among the benefits to you are: immediate tax savings, enjoying the benefit of seeing your gifts at work, and providing significant tax savings to your estate.

To learn more, please contact us at ciusfin@ualberta.ca or telephone (780) 492-6852.
ANDRIJ MAKUCH MEMORIAL ENDOWMENT FUND

Established in Toronto in 2020 by Larisa Makuch to honour the memory of her father Andrij Makuch. The endowment of $25,000 is designated to provide financial support to students and scholars for research and scholarly activities in the field of Ukrainian Canadian studies at CIUS. Specific uses of the endowment include, but are not limited to, exploring Ukrainian Canadian history and culture from historical and contemporary perspectives, advancing scholarship on Ukrainian Canadian topics through research, conferences, publications (physical or digital), community engagement, and any other activities deemed appropriate by the director of CIUS.

Andrij Makuch was born in Lethbridge, Alberta, on 13 March 1956 and grew up in Victoria, British Columbia; following Nestor and Stephen, he was the youngest of three sons of Rev. Ivan and Kateryna Makuch. While studying at the Universities of Victoria and Alberta, he served as president of the Ukrainian Students’ Clubs at both universities and (in 1977/78) of the Ukrainian Canadian Students’ Union. After graduating with an M.A. in history from the University of Alberta, Andrij worked as a researcher for the Ukrainian Cultural Heritage Village near Edmonton and, in Saskatoon, as the executive director of the Saskatchewan Council of the Ukrainian Canadian Committee (today the Ukrainian Canadian Congress) and a sessional lecturer in the Department of Slavic Studies at the University of Saskatchewan. In 1988 he joined the editorial staff of the Encyclopedia of Ukraine at CIUS’s Toronto office under then-editor Dr. Danylo Husar Struk.
Besides the encyclopedia project, over the course of three decades Andrij also played an indispensable role in two other CIUS units—the Ukrainian Canadian Program (today the Kule Ukrainian Canadian Studies Centre) and the Holodomor Research and Education Consortium. He served as the secretary-treasurer of the Canadian Association for Ukrainian Studies, president of the Ukrainian People’s Home Association in Toronto, and member of the board of directors of the Ukrainian Canadian Research and Documentation Centre. In addition to Larisa, Andrij was the father of daughter Tania and son John Zenon. He passed away on 18 January 2019.

Andrij was born on 13 March 1956 in Lethbridge (Prov. Alberta) and grew up in Victoria (Prov. British Columbia). He was the youngest son, after Nestor and Stephen, in the family of Father Ivan and Katerina Mackows. He studied at the University of Victoria and the University of Alberta, served as the president of Ukrainian student clubs at both universities, and also chaired the Ukrainian Student Union of Canada (1977–1978). After completing his master’s degree in history, Andrij worked as a researcher at the Ukrainian cultural centre in Edmonton, served as the executive director of the Saskatchewan branch of the Ukrainian Committee of Canada (now the Ukrainian Canadian Congress), and also taught at the Department of Slavic Studies of the University of Saskatchewan. In 1988, he joined the editorial team of the English edition of the Encyclopedia of Ukrainian Studies in Toronto under the direction of Dr. Daniil Gusar-Sturka.

Andrij played an indispensable role for three decades in two other CIUS units—the Ukrainian Canadian Program (today the Kule Ukrainian Canadian Studies Centre) and the Holodomor Research and Education Consortium. He served as the secretary-treasurer of the Canadian Association for Ukrainian Studies, president of the Ukrainian People’s Home Association in Toronto, and member of the board of directors of the Ukrainian Canadian Research and Documentation Centre. In addition to Larisa, Andrij was the father of daughter Tania and son John Zenon. He passed away on 18 January 2019.
CIUS ENDOWMENT FUNDS

Listed in alphabetical order—by surname for named endowments and by first letter for organizational endowments; the amounts indicated include total donations received by 30 June 2021.

A


Established in August 2010 by a donation from the Alberta Ukrainian Heritage Foundation (Edmonton), itself based on a gift from Octavia Hall from the estate of her parents, Sophia and Peter Kyforuk. The endowment is under the direction of the Kule Ukrainian Canadian Studies Centre at CIUS, supporting scholarly research on Ukrainian-Canadian history, the preparation of books on Ukrainian-Canadian subjects, sponsorship of and participation in academic conferences, and the development of databases in Ukrainian-Canadian studies.

B

Levko and Marika Babij Memorial Endowment Fund (2011): $50,013

Established in May 2011 by Marko Babij, Roman Babij, and Nadia (née Babij) Gogus in memory of their parents, Levko and Marika Babij, with a donation of $50,000. The fund supports programs and grants related to the study of twentieth-century Ukrainian history, especially Ukraine in World War II.


Established in December 2016 by Dr. Jeanette Bayduza of Edmonton to support priority initiatives, scholarly activities, research, and publishing at CIUS. The fund supports scholarships, awards or bursaries, research grants, and scholarly publications in the field of Ukrainian studies that are published or co-published by CIUS, and other activities.


Established by Myron and Luba Baziuk of Edmonton in August 2007 in support of the study of Ukrainian intellectual and cultural life in western Ukraine, with emphasis on the history of Lviv and the Lviv region, women’s studies in western Ukraine, and scholarly publications in the aforementioned areas. The fund also supports exchange program students from the Ivan Franko National Univ. of Lviv.


Established by Oksana Boszko, Roman Borys, Adrian Borys, and Marko Borys in January 2008 in support of the Encyclopedia of Ukraine and other encyclopedia projects in all forms—print, electronic, and other media—under the direction of CIUS.


Established by Ivan and Zenovia Boyko of Edmonton in January 2007 in memory of Mr. Boyko’s mother, Kateryna Boyko (née Shchybylok). The fund supports the Internet Encyclopedia of Ukraine project and promotes computer-based access to information about Ukraine and Ukrainians.


Established by Stephania Bukachevska-Pastushenko at the Canadian Foundation for Ukrainian Studies in Toronto with an initial gift of $100,000 and matched two-to-one by the Government of Alberta upon its transfer to CIUS in January 1987. The fund supports archival research, cataloguing of existing collections, and publication of research aids.


Established by the late Anna and Nikander Bukowsky of Saskatoon through a series of donations, the fund supports scholarly research and publications in Ukrainian and Ukrainian-Canadian studies and the activities of the Research Program on Religion and Culture.

Ihor Roman Bukowsky Sustainable Development Endowment Fund (2017): $73,485

Established in November 2017 to support research on the principles of sustainable development related to Ukraine, at the discretion of the director of the Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies. Research areas include economic prosperity, cultural awareness and social justice, and environmental integrity and health.
CIUS Endowment Fund (1986): $818,837

Established in September 1986 with bequests from the estates of George Deba of Vancouver and Katherine Miskew of Edmonton, as well as many contributions from individuals and organizations in Canada and the United States. The fund supports a broad range of CIUS projects and activities. In April 1996, a $10,000 bequest from the estate of Steven Kobrynsky of Canora, Saskatchewan, established the Steven Kobrynsky Memorial Scholarship under this endowment; it is awarded every two years to an undergraduate who excels in the study of the Ukrainian language.


Established by a number of individual donors from across Canada in November 1989. The fund fosters the development of academic exchanges with Ukraine.


Established in June 1988 by individual contributions from a private Toronto investment club. The fund supports scholarly publications in Ukrainian studies. The initial donation of $33,500 was later augmented by club members and matched two-to-one by the Government of Alberta.


Established in June 1988 with a $10,000 bequest from the estate of Petro Czornyj of Toronto and matched two-to-one by the Government of Alberta. The fund initially supported work on the Encyclopedia of Ukraine and now provides grants to scholars in the field of Ukrainian studies.

Helen Darcovich Memorial Endowment Fund (1989): $346,969

Established by Dr. Vlas Darcovich of Edmonton in July 1989 in memory of his wife, Helen (Olena, née Michalenko), this fund supports Ph.D. students writing dissertations on a Ukrainian or Ukrainian-Canadian topic in pedagogy, history, law, the humanities and social sciences, women's studies, or library science.

Dmytruk Family Endowment Fund for Ukrainian Studies (2019): $40,110

Established by Dr. Rostyslaw Dmytruk and Janet Dmytruk in March 2019. The fund supports the general purposes of CIUS as determined by greatest need.


Established by Michael Dorosh of Toronto in November 1989 to provide research grants and research fellowships in Ukrainian studies (language, literature, history, political science, sociology, or music), and to aid scholarly publications.


Established by Myron Dylynsky of Toronto in December 1991, in memory of his father, to provide research or publication grants in Ukrainian studies to scholars affiliated with academic, cultural, and educational institutions in Lviv. Until 2007, the endowment also received matching funds from Xerox Canada. The fund also sponsors the annual Wolodymyr Dylynsky Memorial Lecture.

Fedeyko Family Endowment Fund (2000): $177,402

Established in November 2000 by William and Justine Fedeyko of St. Albert, Alberta. The fund supports the Kule Ukrainian Canadian Studies Centre (formerly Ukrainian Canadian Program) at CIUS by funding scholarly research, conferences, community outreach activities, and the publication of works in this field.

Father Hryhorij Fil and Olga Fil Endowment Fund (2008): $36,065

Established by Father Hryhorij Fil and the late Olga Fil of Redwater, Alberta, in November 2008. The fund supports research and publication of historical works and religious sources on topics in Ukrainian history or related topics in Ukrainian studies, such as Ukrainian literary history and the history of the Ukrainian language in Canada, as well as research and publication of liturgical books, religious literature, and studies on church affairs and religion.
Dr. Maria Fischer-Slysh and Dr. Rudolf Fischer Endowment Fund (2014): $619,094

Established in April 2014 with a bequest from Dr. Maria Fischer-Slysh of Toronto. The fund supports fellowships and scholarly projects in Ukrainian studies.


Established in May 2012 with a bequest of $450,000 from the estate of Natalia Golemba of Toronto. The fund offers annual scholarships to law or humanities students at the Ivan Franko National Univ. of Lviv who are fluent in Ukrainian and English/French/German, to study or conduct research at the Univ. of Alberta.

Mykhailo, Volodymyr, and Olia Halchuk Memorial Endowment Fund (2007): $54,523

Established by Jaroslav Halchuk of St. Catharines, Ontario, in July 2007 in memory of his sons, Mykhailo and Volodymyr, and his wife Olia, to support the scholarly, student, and research activities of CIUS.

Yaroslav and Margaret Hunka Ukrainian Research Endowment Fund (2019): $30,097

Established in 2019 to support research related to the Ukrainian Catholic Church, with preference given to investigations of the lives and work of Metropolitan Andrei Sheptytsky and Metropolitan (Cardinal) Josyf Slipyj and the history of the underground church.


Established by the Ivan Franko School of Ukrainian Studies of Edmonton in October 2006 with a donation of $75,000 to commemorate its fiftieth anniversary. The fund provides travel grants to post-secondary students to continue their study of Ukrainian at universities in Ukraine.

Dr. Ivan Iwanciw and Dr. Myrosława Mysko-Iwanciw Endowment Fund (1989): $128,999

Established by Dr. Myrosława Iwanciw (née Mysko) of Elmwood Park, Illinois, in August 1989 to promote scholarly exchange with institutions in Ukraine. Until 2001 it funded a scholarly exchange between York Univ. (Toronto) and an academic institution in Ukraine. Recently, the Iwanciw Ukraine Travel Grant was established to promote scholarly exchange between the Univ. of Alberta and Ukraine.

Dr. Ivan Iwanciw and Dr. Myrosława Mysko-Iwanciw Ukrainian Studies Endowment Fund (2006): $57,118

Established by Dr. Myrosława Iwanciw (née Mysko) of Elmwood Park, Illinois, in April 2006 in support of CIUS activities, with preference to Ukrainian students and scholars conducting research in Ukrainian studies.

Dr. Wasyl and Parasia Iwanec (Krysa) Endowment Fund (2010): $25,108

Established in July 2010 by Parasia Iwanec of St. Catharines, Ontario, in memory of her husband, Dr. Wasyl Iwanec (1905–79), with a donation of $25,000. The fund supports research and publications at CIUS and provides scholarships and bursaries for students and research grants for scholars in Ukrainian studies.


Established by Peter Jacyk (1921–2001) of Mississauga, Ontario, in June 1988 with an initial contribution of $1,000,000 and matched two-to-one by the Government of Alberta. The fund supports the Peter Jacyk Centre for Ukrainian Historical Research at CIUS.

Petro Jacyk Program for the Study of Modern Ukrainian History and Society Endowment Fund (2009): $1,000,334

Established in February 2009 with a donation of $500,000 from the Petro Jacyk Education Foundation and matched by the Government of Alberta. The fund supports the Petro Jacyk Program for the Study of Modern Ukrainian History and Society, a collaborative project between CIUS, the Ivan Franko National Univ. of Lviv, and the Ukrainian Catholic Univ.

Juchymenko Family Endowment Fund (1989): $5,003

Established by Ivan Juchymenko of Islington, Ontario, in January 1989 to fund scholarly research in Ukrainian history, especially the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
Established in December 1992 by Maria Diakunyk of Kitchener, Ontario, and her three children, Dr. Bohdan Klid of Edmonton, Myroslav Klid of Mississauga, Ontario, and Maria Zadar-ko of Kitchener, in memory of her husband and their father. The endowment provides funding for fellowships to junior and senior scholars to promote scholarly exchange with Ukraine.

Established in April 1995 with a bequest from the estate of Teodota Klym of Edmonton, to support CIUS’s scholarly activities, including grants, fellowships, publications, and conferences for institutions in Ukraine, primarily Chernivtsi Fedkovych National Univ.

Originally established in May 1990 as the Ukraine Exchange Fellowship Endowment Fund by John Kolasky of Surrey, B.C., as well as by Pauline and Peter Kindrachuk of Vernon, B.C.; William and Justine Fedeyko of St. Albert, Alberta, and many organizations and individuals from across Canada. The fund provides fellowships for Ukrainian scholars to conduct research and study in Canada.

Established in March 2011 by Roman Kolisnyk of Toronto with a donation of $15,000. The fund supports English and French translations and publications (print and electronic) of Ukrainian literary works, literary memoirs, diaries, and correspondence of Ukrainian-Canadian and other diaspora authors.

Established by Daria Mucak-Kowalsky of Toronto in January 2008 to conduct research and publish materials of the Kule Ukrainian Canadian Studies Centre at CIUS dealing with the most recent (“fourth wave”) Ukrainian emigration to Canada.

Established in March 2019 with a bequest from the estate of Oksana Krajkiwsky Prokop. The endowment fund was constituted in memory of the painter Julian Krajkiwsky (1892–1975), his wife, Olha (1900–1990), teacher, and their daughter Oksana (1929–2016). The fund supports activities as determined by CIUS.

Established by the late Dr. Vasil Kravcenko of Hanover (Germany) in February 1991 to fund scholarships and research grants for scholars in Ukrainian studies.

Established by the Leo J. Krysa Family Foundation in December 1981 as the first endowment fund at CIUS. A minimum of one undergraduate scholarship is offered in Ukrainian and Ukrainian-Canadian studies annually.
Volodymyr and Daria Kubijovyč Memorial Endowment Fund (1986): $437,757

Established in November 1986 with a bequest from the estate of Professor Volodymyr Kubijovyč and matched two-to-one by the Government of Alberta. The fund supports CIUS's encyclopedia projects.


Established in March 2012 in memory of Ehor Kucharyshyn (1956-2001) by Marusia (née Kucharyshyn) and Roman Petryshyn of Edmonton, Stephania and John Kucharyshyn, Luba and Larissa Kucharyshyn, and Lydia Kucharyshyn. The purpose of the fund is to support, from accrued income, the publishing program (print and electronic) of the Ukrainian Language Education Centre at CIUS.

Alexander and Helen Kulahyn Endowment Fund (1989): $75,023

Established by Alexander and Helen Kulahyn of Sardis, B.C., in May 1989 to provide research grants and scholarships to junior and senior scholars, primarily in the field of Ukrainian legal studies.

Peter and Doris Kule Endowment for the Study of the Ukrainian Diaspora (2006): $252,314

Established in September 2006 by Drs. Peter and Doris Kule of Edmonton with a donation of $100,000, matched by the Government of Alberta and supported by additional individuals and organizations. The fund supports the work of the Ukrainian Diaspora Studies Initiative at the Kule Ukrainian Canadian Studies Centre.

Peter and Doris Kule Ukrainian Canadian Studies Centre Endowment Fund (2007): $1,422,177

Established by Drs. Peter and Doris Kule of Edmonton in August 2007 to support the Ukrainian Canadian Program at CIUS, now known as the Kule Ukrainian Canadian Studies Centre, and to facilitate the expansion of the institute’s multifaceted commitment to documenting and sharing the wealth of the Ukrainian-Canadian experience. The original donation was partially matched by the Government of Alberta.


Established in December 1998 by Stephania Kupiak of Milton, Ontario. The fund provides scholarships to graduates from Busk Secondary School who study economics, political science, law, or international relations at the Ivan Franko National Univ. of Lviv.

Walter and Irene Litynsky Endowment Fund (2009): $10,054

Established in February 2009 with a bequest from the estate of Walter and Irene Litynsky of Windsor, Ontario. The fund supports research and publishing in Ukrainian and Ukrainian-Canadian history.

Professor Manoly R. Lupul Endowment for the Advancement of Ukrainian Language Education (2018): $58,351

Established in 2018 to recognize Professor Manoly Lupul for his contributions to multiculturalism and for the founding of CIUS and its Ukrainian Language Education Centre (ULEC) at the Univ. of Alberta. The fund supports the activities of ULEC that advance Ukrainian language education within Canada’s rich multicultural society.

Ivan Makohon Endowment Fund (2014): $29,733

Established with a donation by Rozalia Makohon (née Wachiw-Hoshowsky) in memory of her husband, Ivan Makohon. The fund was later augmented by their children, Jaroslav Makohon and Irene Hornich, and by other members and friends of the family, in memory of the late Ivan (1914–90) and Rozalia (1921–2013) Makohon. The fund awards scholarships and supports publications in the area of Ukrainian and Ukrainian-Canadian economic studies by students from the Ivan Franko National Univ. of Lviv, Vasyl Stefanyk Ciscarpathian National Univ., National Univ. of Kyiv-Mohyla Academy, or any other university in Ukraine.

Andrij Makuch Memorial Endowment Fund (2020): $25,000

Established in 2020 by Larisa Makuch in memory of her father Andrij Makuch. This fund provides financial support to students and scholars for research and scholarly activities in the field of Ukrainian Canadian Studies at CIUS. Specific uses of the endowment include, but are not limited to, exploring Ukrainian Canadian history and culture from historical and contemporary perspectives, advancing scholarship on Ukrainian Canadian topics through research, conferences, publications (physical or digital) community engagement, and any other activities deemed appropriate by the director of CIUS.
Petro Malofij Endowment Fund (1986): $152,118

Established in December 1986 by Petro Malofij of Edmonton. The fund provides scholarships for students from Sniatyn district (Ivano-Frankivsk oblast) studying at Chernivtsi Fedkovych National Univ. in the fields of history, political science, law, or economics.

Dr. Nestor and Myrosia Maslo Ukrainian Canadian Studies Endowment Fund (2013): $56,399

Established in October 2013 by Dr. Nestor and Myrosia Maslo of Edmonton. The fund supports the activities of the Kule Ukrainian Canadian Studies Centre (originally the Ukrainian Canadian Program) at CIUS, including publication of print and digital materials, organization of and participation in conferences, and research activities dealing with the history of Ukrainians in Canada.


Established in August 1996 by Olga Pawliuk of Toronto, initially to support the Hrushevsky Translation Project and subsequently to support research and publishing in Ukrainian and Ukrainian-Canadian history.


Established in January 2006 by Olga Pawliuk of Toronto in support of the scholarly and research activities of CIUS, with priority given to online computer-based initiatives.


Established in December 1991 by Jaroslawa and Sonia Peczeniuk of Sudbury, Ontario, to provide research grants for scholars in Ukrainian and Ukrainian-Canadian studies and to support publications in these areas.

Dr. Vasyl Prychodko Memorial Endowment Fund (2013): $29,461

Established in December 2013 by Larissa Prychodko of Pleasant Ridge, Michigan, and Andrew Prychodko of Highland Village, Texas, in memory of their husband and father.

The fund provides grants to scholars in Ukrainian studies or graduate students in that field at any post-secondary institution. Preference is given to research on the economy and economic history of Ukraine, or on topics in sociology, and particularly to applicants studying rural economics, economy or economic history, the modernization of the Ukrainian economy and its effects on society, Ukrainian economic thought, or Ukrainian society from the twentieth century onward. Special consideration is given to topics related to the Holodomor of 1932–33.

Remeza Family Endowment Fund (1998): $100,025

Established in December 1998 by Sylvester Remeza (1914–2002) of Ottawa. The fund supports research and publications pertaining to the work and legacy of Bohdan Lepky and the general areas of his intellectual and creative interests.


Formerly named the Ukrainian Church Studies Program Endowment Fund, established in November 1995 with a bequest from the estate of Harry Bratkiw of Edmonton and with donations from St. John’s Fraternal Society of Edmonton and St. Andrew’s College of Winnipeg. The endowment provides fellowships, supports independent research, and facilitates research and publication by scholars in the field of religious studies.

Nestor and Zenovia Salomon Memorial Endowment Fund (1988): $26,682

Established in December 1988 by Wasyl and Halyna (née Khomyn) Salomon of Toronto in memory of their relatives.

Peter Salyga Endowment Fund (2010): $50,934

Established in August 2010 by the late Peter Salyga of Winnipeg with a bequest of 20 percent of his estate, amounting to $50,920. The fund supports the publication of the Internet Encyclopedia of Ukraine as well as other publications of CIUS.

Established in November 2005 by Mykhailo Onufriiovych Samytsia (1920–2009) in memory of his father, Onufrii Ivanovych Samytsia, his mother, Anastasia Dmytrivna Samytsia (née Stoianovska), and his wife, Maria Hryhorivna Samytsia (née Sharyk), with donations from Mykhailo Samytsia and the estate of Maria Samytsia. The fund supports students and the scholarly and research activities of CIUS.

Shwed Family Endowment Fund in Memory of Ostap and Vera Shwed (1996): $35,982

Established originally as the Ostap Teofil Shwed Memorial Endowment Fund in April 1996 by Vera Shwed and her four sons, Eugene, Dennis, Philip, and Mark. The fund was renamed by the sons in honour of the family and in memory of their parents following the death of their mother. It supports projects at the Ukrainian Language Education Centre that promote teacher professional development and the improvement of language courses.

Stasiuk Family Endowment Fund (1988): $1,497,484

Established in July 1988 with a $350,000 bequest from the estate of Eudokia Stasiuk of Toronto, matched two-to-one by the Government of Alberta, to provide research grants and fellowships.


Established in June 2012 by Zenia Stechishin of Toronto as a transfer of funds from the Stechishin Publishing Fund at St. Andrew's College in Winnipeg, earlier managed by the Consistory of the Ukrainian Orthodox Church of Canada and originally created in February 1972 at the Saskatoon branch of the Ukrainian Canadian Congress to commemorate a renowned Ukrainian activist in Canada, Julian Stechishin (1895–1971). The fund supports scholarly publications (print and electronic) in Ukrainian and Ukrainian-Canadian studies that are published or co-published by CIUS Press, or supported by CIUS.


Established in December 2016 by Mr. Cornell Stefaniuk of Edmonton to honour his late father, Steve Stefaniuk (1924–2016), and especially his mother, Josephine Stefaniuk (née Yurkiw), who was instrumental in the development of Ukrainian-language resources during her career as a teacher in Edmonton.

This fund supports Western Canadian projects, with priority given to Alberta-based projects that promote the delivery of Ukrainian language and culture in publicly funded education.

Petro and Ivanna Stelmach Endowment Fund (1989): $150,064

Established by Petro and Ivanna Stelmach of Mississauga, Ontario, in November 1989 to provide research grants and scholarships in Ukrainian studies. Since 1993, the fund has supported the Institute for Historical Research at the Ivan Franko National Univ. of Lviv.


Established in October 1996 with a $10,000 donation from Professor Paul Stelmaschuk and Mrs. Anna Stelmaschuk of Kelowna, B.C., and with a $10,000 donation from Nancy Shemeluck-Radomsky of Edmonton and Mary Orchuk, and with a $1,000 donation from Jean Naciuk. The fund supports extension education in Ukraine and distance-learning workers from Canada to help educate prospective extension workers in Ukraine.

Arsen and Sophia Stepaniuk Endowment Fund (2018): $50,010

Established in February 2019 with a donation by Maxym and Anna Trojan in memory of Anna’s parents. The fund supports research, educational and scholarly activities, and expenditures in the area of Ukrainian studies. Preference is given to research in issues pertaining to Ukrainian independence movements in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries.

Dmytro Stepovyk Ukrainian Studies Endowment Fund (1989): $4,703

Established by Dmytro Stepovyk of Kyiv in May 1989 to fund scholarly research and publications in Ukrainian art history and/or other educational and scholarly projects.


Established in November 2009 by transferring the Danylo Husar Struk Memorial Fund at the Canadian Foundation for Ukrainian Studies (Toronto) in the amount of $100,000. The fund supports the Danylo Husar Struk Program in Ukrainian Literature at CIUS by providing grants to established scholars for the critical analysis of Ukrainian literature and to sponsor research, scholarly writing, and translation of Ukrainian literature, to organize
workshops, public lectures, and readings on Ukrainian literature, and to support publications in Ukrainian literature.

Celestin and Irena Suchowersky Endowment Fund (1999): $100,025

Established in September 1999 by Dr. Celestin (Mykola) Suchowersky (1913–2008). The fund offers fellowships at the M.A. or Ph.D. level to residents of Bukovyna to study at the Universities of Alberta, Saskatchewan, Toronto, or other Canadian universities in the disciplines of sociology, psychology, economics, or Ukrainian studies.

Tymofij and Evhenia Taborowskyj Endowment Fund (1990): $20,512

Established by the late Tymofij and Evhenia Taborowskyj of Toronto in April 1990 to fund the research and publication of works by scholars in Ukrainian and Ukrainian-Canadian studies.

Dr. Demitrius and Maria Todosijczuk Memorial Fund (2016): $100,023

Established in March 2016 with a bequest from the estate of Demitrius (Dmytro) Todosijczuk of Edmonton, to aid scholarly activities, research, and publishing in Ukrainian studies at CIUS. The fund supports scholarships, awards or bursaries, research grants, and scholarly publications in the field of Ukrainian studies that are published or co-published by CIUS.

Ukrainian Language Education Centre Fund (1987): $610,728

Established by the Ukrainian Professional and Business Club of Edmonton in April 1987 and matched two-to-one by the Government of Alberta. The fund supports the activities of the Ukrainian Language Education Centre.


Established in 2019 to support the work of the Internet Encyclopedia of Ukraine (IEU) project; specifically, the IEU work performed in Ontario, at the CIUS Toronto Office (where the IEU project is housed).

The University of Alberta–Ukraine Student Exchange Endowment Fund (2011): $17,599

Established in August 2011 with contributions from the Ukrainian community throughout North America. The fund offers scholarships at the undergraduate or graduate level to students from the Univ. of Alberta, and from universities in Ukraine, to study abroad for one or more semesters at a partner university with which the U of A has a valid student exchange agreement.

Michael and Mary Yacyshyn Endowment Fund (2013): $28,741

Established in September 2013 with a bequest from the estate of Mary Yacyshyn of Toronto. The fund supports general activities of the Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies.


Established in 2014 to support the publication of research through the Research Program on Religion and Culture at CIUS, with preference given to research on the history of the Ukrainian Orthodox Church.


Established in November 1996 by the late Mary Zacharuk of Two Hills, Alberta, in memory of her husband Michael Zacharuk (1908–96). The fund supports scholarships and publications in Ukrainian and Ukrainian-Canadian studies.

Dr. Bohdan Stefan Zaputovich and Dr. Maria Hrycaiko Zaputovich Fund (2019): $1,000,000

Established in 2019 with a bequest from the estate of Maria Hrycaiko Zaputovich to provide scholarships, grants, and fellowships to students and scholars, with a demonstrated interest in Ukrainian archeology, anthropology, linguistics, or history, to engage in research activities in Ukrainian studies.


Established by Dr. Oleh Zujewskyj (1920–96) of Edmonton in December 1989 to support the publication of works in the field of Ukrainian literature by authors living outside of Ukraine.
IN DEEP APPRECIATION OF OUR DONORS

At CIUS we recognize the importance of acknowledging the generous support of our donors, which has enabled the institute to maintain its tradition of academic excellence for over forty years. In each annual publication of the CIUS Newsletter we have published (with their approval) the names of those who made a gift to CIUS in the reporting year—to thank our benefactors and celebrate the invaluable support they provided to ensure the continuing success of the institute.

Your generous gifts, regardless of the amount or designation, collectively affect CIUS in ways that benefit the whole field of Ukrainian studies, in Canada and abroad. Continuing this custom in the CIUS Review, the donor list below is sorted alphabetically within each category, by last name of personal donors (first surname where there are two), followed by corporate names in alphabetical order.

With sincere gratitude for your contributions, CIUS wishes to acknowledge the generous support of many people and organizations from 1 July 2020 through 30 June 2021, including the following:
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Donated by Anonymous (Calgary, AB)
IN MEMORIAM
Remembering departed patrons of CIUS

The work of CIUS would not be possible without the generous financial and moral support of its donors. Indeed, the institute owes its very existence to the philanthropy and commitment of the Ukrainian community in Canada, as the lobbying and fund-raising efforts of activists like the late Peter Savaryn and many others were instrumental in launching CIUS on its road to academic excellence and scholarly success. All donations, no matter how small, are highly valued as contributions to the field of Ukrainian studies, be it Ukrainian-language education, research on Ukrainians in Canada, or the study of Ukrainian history and contemporary society—the three pillars upon which the institute was built. Today more than ever, due to the fiscal challenges that the University of Alberta is facing along with other institutions of higher learning, outside funding in the form of grants and donations by members of the public is playing an even greater role in helping CIUS to fulfill its historic mission of educating not only the academic community but the wider world about all things Ukrainian through objective, professional scholarship.

Over the past year, CIUS lost several individuals who had the vision and generosity to establish endowments or provide donations that enable students and scholars to pursue their research and studies. We would like, in particular, to recognize the following patrons for their far-sighted and lasting commitment to our research, education, and publishing endeavours.

Daria Mucak-Kowalsky (8 August 1917 – 28 August 2020). Born Dariia Mutsak in the town of Burshtyn in Western Ukraine, she graduated from a teachers’ college run by the Basilian Sisters in Stanyslaviv (now Ivano-Frankivsk) and taught in Burshtyn. Daria married Andrii Cholii (1912–41), who graduated from Lviv University with a master’s in law (1935) and was a member of the Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists. Mr. Cholii was arrested during the 1939–41 first Soviet occupation of Western Ukraine and murdered by the NKVD in a Stanyslaviv prison in June 1941. His tragic death had an immense impact on his wife and...
provided much of the inspiration for her future philanthropy and support of education.

As a postwar refugee, Daria Mucak immigrated to Canada in 1949 and taught violin in Toronto. Her second husband, Michael Kowalsky (born 1908 in Uhornyky near Stanyslaviv), graduated from Lviv University with a master’s in law and political science, and before the Second World War was incarcerated for three years in Polish prisons. As a postwar refugee Michael also settled in Toronto and became a successful businessman; he died on 24 May 2000.

For many years, Mrs. Mucak-Kowalsky and her husband supported and helped to create important and visionary undertakings through exceptionally generous and well-conceived donations to CIUS. The largest of these projects is the Kowalsky Program for the Study of Eastern Ukraine, created in 1987. A substantial part of the program’s funds has been disbursed to scholarly projects in Ukraine. Further augmented during 1998–2000, the Michael and Daria Kowalsky Endowment Fund now stands at over $2 million, including $200,000 in matching funds from the Province of Alberta.

Michael Kowalsky and Daria Mucak-Kowalsky also generously supported the monumental Hrushevsky Translation Project at CIUS, sponsoring the publication with generous donations of $100,000 each for two volumes.

1949 году Дарія Муцак імміґрувала до Канади і ви -
kläдала гру на скрипці у Торонті. Її другий чоловік Михайло Ковальський народився 1908 р. в с. Угор
ники неподалік Станиславова, здобув ступінь маґі-
стра права і політології у Львівському універсе-
tі й до початку Другої світової відбув сумарно три
роки у польських тюрем. Як післявоєнний біженець
оселився в Торонті, де став успішним підприємцем.
Помер 24 травня 2000 р.

Протягом багатьох років винятково щедрими
й водночас ретельно обдуманими пожертвами Да-
рія Муцак-Ковальська та її чоловік підтримували
ta допомагали у створенні важливих і далекогляд-
них ініціатив КІУСу. Найімаштабнішим став ство-
ренний у 1987 і додатково збільшений у 1998–2000
рр. фонд Програми дослідження Східної України
ім. Ковальських. Значна частина коштів програми
виділяється на дослідчі проєкти в Україні. Сьогодні
фонд оцінюють у понад два мільйони доларів, 200
000 $ з яких у рамках співфінансування надала
провінція Альберта.

Також Михайло Ковальський та Дарія Муца-
к-Ковальська щедрим пожертвуванням у розмірі 100
000 $ доларів на том підтримали два томи видання
англійського перекладу монументальної праці Ми-
хайлі Грушевського «Історія України-Руси».

У 2007 р. Дарія Муцак-Ковальська заснува-
ла перманентний Фонд «Енциклопедії України»
ім. Ковальських у розмірі 170 000 $, присвячений
пам’яті Андрія Чолія, її першого чоловіка. Він на-
дає щорічну підтримку для дослідження, напи-
сання та редагування енциклопедичних гасел
звідісторії України для проєкту КІУСу «Енциклопедія
України в Інтернеті». У КІУСі пані Муцак-Кова-
льська також створила Фонд досліджень україн-
ської діяспори ім. Ковальських та Фонд стипендії
ім. Ковальських.

Доброта, самовідданість і благодійність Дарії Му-
цак-Ковальської відображають найкращі якості її по-
kоління, яке пережило невимовні труднощі і трагічні
втрати, але зберегло непохитну відвданість праву
України на самовизначення і глибоко усвідомлювало
важливість підтримки незалежних українських
студій.
Parasia (née Paraskeviia Krysa) Iwanec (5 March 1920 – 19 December 2020), like many in her generation, had a life full of remarkable achievements, despite many daunting challenges. A native of Piddubtsi village in Western Ukraine (now Piddubne in Rava-Ruska district, Lviv oblast), she completed nursing (1937) and business courses (1943) in Lviv. In 1946 she married Dr. Wasyl Iwanec (1905–79) in a Displaced Persons camp; he had been a student in the Lviv (Underground) Ukrainian University before graduating in medicine from the University of Krakow in 1935.

Following their emigration to Canada in 1948, the couple spent six years in the far north, Wasyl initially serving as medical officer for the Eldorado Mine at Port Radium on Great Bear Lake, which supplied the uranium used in the Manhattan Project and for making American atomic bombs during the Cold War. He next served as a medical officer for the Department of National Health and Welfare and as coroner for the Northwest Territories, Parasia assisting him as a nurse and helpmate in his medical practice. They always cherished this time in the north, especially getting to know its Dene inhabitants.

In 1956 they settled in Edmonton, where Parasia became a student of the well-known artist, Julian Bucmaniuk; from 1962 to 1968 she also studied painting at the University of Alberta's Department of Extension. In 1991 she published a bilingual illustrated book titled Ukrainian Churches of Alberta. In 2010, in memory of her late husband, Parasia established an endowment in the amount of $25,000 to support research and publications at CIUS as well as provide

1948 року подружжя емігрувало до Kanади і прожило шість років на крайній півночі. Спершу Василь працював лікарем на шахті Ельдорадо в Порт-Радіумі, що на березі Великого Ведмежого озера, яка добувала уран для Манхеттенського проєкту та виготовлення американських атомних бомб під час Холодної війни. Згодом був працівником Департаменту охорони громадського здоров’я і доброчутно та коронером на Північно-західних територіях. Парася асистувала йому у лікарській практиці як медична сестра та помічниця. Вони завжди тепло згадували цей час, особливо знайомство з представниками автохтонного населення – народу Дене, які жили на Північній Південно-східній Америці.

In 2007 Mrs. Mucak-Kowalsky established the Michael Kowalsky and Daria Mucak-Kowalsky Encyclopedia of Ukraine Endowment Fund at CIUS with donations totalling $170,000, dedicated to the memory of Daria’s first husband, Andrii Choli. This permanent fund provides annual project support for research, writing, and editing encyclopedia entries in the field of Ukrainian history for the Internet Encyclopedia of Ukraine at CIUS. Mrs. Mucak-Kowalsky also created the Michael Kowalsky and Daria Mucak-Kowalsky Studies Endowment Fund and the Michael Kowalsky and Daria Mucak-Kowalsky Scholarship Endowment Fund, both at CIUS.

Daria Mucak-Kowalsky’s kindness, dedication, and philanthropic spirit represent all of the best qualities of her generation, which endured untold hardships and tragic losses but remained unshaken in its commitment to Ukraine’s right to self-determination and fully understood the importance of supporting independent Ukrainian scholarship.
bursaries for students and research grants for scholars in Ukrainian studies. This fund was augmented with another $50,000 from her estate, significantly increasing its value and the revenue that it will generate annually.

**Dr. Myroslawa Mysko-Iwanciw** (13 February 1919 – 14 January 2021). Born in Vynnyky (now part of the Lychakiv district in Lviv municipality), she completed her secondary education in Lviv before pursuing medical studies in Warsaw, where she became active in the Ukrainian underground. After the outbreak of the Second World War she was arrested and imprisoned in Lviv by the Soviet authorities; once released, she made her way to German-occupied Krakow. Subsequently relocating first to Berlin and then to Breslau (now Wroclaw) to avoid being constantly surveilled by the Gestapo, she successfully obtained a diploma in dentistry in 1944, after which she provided dental care in Austria to others displaced by the war. Moving west with her mother and sister, in 1948 Myroslawa met and married Ivan Iwanciw, a medical student in Munich who shared her strong commitment to the struggle for Ukrainian independence. Together they enrolled in Heidelberg University, where Ivan continued his medical studies and Myroslawa completed a doctorate in dentistry. They emigrated to the United States and settled in Chicago, where Dr. Mysko-Iwanciw worked in a factory because she was unable to get her European dental credentials recognized. Her husband joined the U.S. Army and got posted to West Germany, where the couple lived for several years.

У 1991 р. вона видала ілюстровану двомовну книгу про українські церкви Альберти. 2010 року на знак пам’яті про покійного чоловіка Парася заснувала фонд у розмірі 25 000 $ для підтримки досліджень та публікацій КІУСу, а також надання студентських стипендій та дослідницьких грантів з україністики. У заповіті вона пожертвувала для цього фонду ще додаткових 50 000 $, істотно збільшивши капітал і щорічний прибуток.

Д-р Миросялава Мисько-Іванців (13 лютого 1919 р. – 14 січня 2021 р.) народилася у Винниках (сьогодні входять у Личаківський район Львова). Закінчила школу у Львові, здобула медичну освіту у Варшаві, де стала активною учасницею українського підпілля. На початку Другої світової війни заарештована та ув'язнена радянською владою у Львові, після звільнення дісталася до окупованого німцями Кракова. Щоб уникнути постійного стеження гестапо, Мирослава перебралася спершу до Берліна, а потім до Вроцлава. У 1944 р. здобула диплом дантистки і надала стоматологічну допомогу в Австрії тим, кого також вигнала з дому війна. Рухаючись на захід разом із матір'ю та сестрою, у 1948 році в Мюнхені Мирослава познайомилася і одружилася з Іваном Іванцівим, студентом-медиком, який поділився своєю глибокою відданістю до української незалежності. Разом із чоловіком вона вступила до Гайдельберзького університету: Іван продовжив вивчати медицину, а Мирослава отримала докторську ступінь зі стоматології. Згодом вони емігрували до Сполучених Штатів і оселилися у Чіказі, де д-р Мисько-Іванців працювала на фабриці, не отримавши визнання європейської стоматологічної кваліфікації. Її чоловік Іван вступив до лав Армії США, і його відправлення до Західної Німеччини, де подружжя прожило кілька років.

Back in Chicago, they became dedicated members of St. Nicholas Ukrainian Catholic Cathedral and participated actively in Ukrainian affairs. From 1968 to 1993 Myroslawa travelled annually to Ukraine, providing help to family members living under the Soviet regime and supporting many young Ukrainian scientists and artists. Even after the loss of her husband in 1982, Dr. Mysko-Iwanciw's commitment to Ukrainian culture and education remained undiminished and lives on in two endowments that she established at CIUS in their names: one was created in 1989 in the amount of $128,929 to fund scholarly exchanges with Ukraine, the other in 2006 with a contribution of $57,105 to primarily support students and scholars engaged in research in the field of Ukrainian studies.

Dr. Bohdan Medwidsky (14 September 1936 – 28 March 2021). Although of average stature, Bohdan was a giant on the University of Alberta campus, not only as a long-time professor of linguistics but as the founder and inspiration behind Ukrainian folklore studies as an academic discipline. To this end, he also established the Bohdan Medwidsky Ukrainian Folklore Fund with the Ukrainian Canadian Foundation of Taras Shevchenko. The Ukrainian Folklore Archives at the Kule Folklore Centre in the U of A's Faculty of Arts is also named in his honour. He was a frequent visitor to CIUS, where he contributed to the Research Program on Religion and Culture and donated $25,000 towards the institute's ongoing endeavours. In addition, he was instrumental in founding the Alberta Society for the Advancement of Ukrainian Studies, which provides support for a variety of CIUS projects and initiatives. We greatly miss his presence, his wise counsel, his activist spirit, and his wry sense of humour. For more on Dr. Medwidsky’s life, academic career, and community involvement, please see the eulogy published in the 2019 issue of the CIUS Newsletter.
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